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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF SOME SECTIONS

OF THE CARRIZO FORMATION IN CENTRAL TEXAS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

During the past few years many detailed heavy mineral studies

have been made, particularly of sands and sandstones, with the primary

object of determining criteria for correlation. Not only are these

petrographic studies helpful from a commercial standpoint, but also

they are a positive source of information concerning the origin, man-

ner of deposition, and prevailing conditions during the entire process

of sedimentation.

It was with the above facts in mind that the-vriter undertook

a quantitative mineralogical and textural study of the Carrizo forma-

tion in Central Texas. Three objectives were paramount: First, to

supply, if possible, criteria for correlation and differentiation of

the Carrizo; second, to attempt an Interpretation of the source and

history of this sediment; and third, to outline a definite laboratory

procedure for a study of this kind.

Acknowledgements
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work, and for helpful suggestions and corrections in the preparation

of the manuscript.
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Physiography and Stratigraphy

The Carrizo outcrop examined in this problem extends from

Wilson County on the south to Bastrop County on the north in an arc two

to eight miles in width. Plate I indicates this trend. Here as else-

where the formation makes up
n a ridge of moderate relief covered by

loose buff or gray sand and forested by a. more or less thick growth of

blackjack oak, sandy-land hickory, poison ivy, and cucumber-leafed sun-

The ridge referred to is in general a west-facing escarpment

varying from 500 to 800 feet above sea level. Drainage of the area is

to the southeast through Colorado, San Marcos, and Guadalupe rivers,

and Cibolo Creek. Some farming is carried on in this region, but most

Sellards, E. H*, Adkins, W. S., and Plummer, F. 8., The geology
of Texas: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3252, p. 614, August, 1932.
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of the land is used for pasturage. Underground in southwest Texas the

formation is an important artesian water horizon, and at some of its

outcrops in this area it is pure enough to be used as a glass sand.

The Carrizo sandstone was first described by Owen from a

locality near Carrizo Springs in western Dimmit County. His original

o
description is as follows:

A line drawn from a point on the Nueces River south of

the town of Uvalde to a point 10 miles west of Carrizo Springs,
thence south to the Rio Grande will represent the outcrop of

a sand bed nearly 200 feet thick. This sandstone has a mono-

clinal dip to the southeast. It is a very loose, coarse, fri-

able sand end free from any deleterious salts and is an inex-

haustable reservoir capable of furnishing water sufficient for

irrigating purposes. This sand stratum supplies the numerous

wells at Carrizo Springs.

This formation was originally considered a massive, sandy phase over-

lying the M Lignitictt (Wilcox) beds. Durable in and again in

correlated the Carrizo of south Texas with the Queen City sands which

had been described by Kennedy in east Texas. C 1 In a later paper pub-

lished in 1911“' Durable again considered the stratigraphic problem of

this sand. Work in the Rio Grande valley area by Kennedy had disclosed

2
Owen, J., Report of geologists for southern Texas: Texas Geol.

and Min. Survey First Rept. Progress for 1888, p. 70, 1889,

E. T., Cenozoic deposits of Texas: Jour. Geology, vol.

2, p. 550, 1894.

E. T., The geology of southwestern Texas: Am. Inst.

Min. Eng. Trans., vol. 33, pp. 929, 930, 1903.

Kennedy, W., The Eocene Tertiary of Texas east'of the Brazos
River: Philadelphia Acad. Rat. Sci. Proc. for 1895, p, 135, 1896.

Bumble, E. T., The Carrizo sands: Texas Acad. Sci. Trans., vol.

11. p. 52-53, 1911.
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an and a difference in dip between the Carrizo sands and

the underlying Indno (Wilcox) formation. Bumble concluded:^

From these facts it will be seen that the Carrizo sands

are not a part of the Lignitic, as formerly supposed, but that

in reality they correspond both in position and composition
with the Burhstone of the Alabama section, of which we there-

fore consider them the equivalent, and form the base of the

Claiborne series or the Middle Eocene.

8
Udden, Baker, and Bose in 1916 similarly considered the Car-

rizo as basal Claiborne and by lithology correlated these south Texas

9
sands with the Queen City of east Texas. Liddle in discussing the

Carrizo of Medina County in 1918 likewise placed the Carrizo at the base

of the Claiborne. In 1923 Trowbridge‘S considered the Wilcox as a group

and upon paleobotanical evidence redefined the Carrizo as the upper for-

mational member of that group. accompanied by Trowbridge, two

years previously had collected plant remains from several Carrizo out-

crops, including one which he defined as Owen’s type locality, an out-

crop one-half mile west of Carrizo Springs. Some 22 species 0f.20 dif-

ferent genera were identified as representatives of Wilcox flora.

In 1929 the Carrizo was again shifted in its stratigraphic

7
Id era, p. 53.

Q
Udden, J. A., Baker, C. L.

,
and Bbse, E.

,
Review of the geology

of Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 44, p. 83, 1916.

9
"Liddle, R. A., The geology and mineral resources of Medina

County: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 1860, p. 87, October 25, 1918.

Trowbridge, A. C., A geologic reconnaissance in the Gulf Coastal
Plain of Texas near the Rio Grande: U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper
131, pp. 91-93, February 12, 1923.

11
Berry, £. W., Additions to the flora of the Wilcox group: U.

S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 131, pp. 1-4, February 12, 1923.
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position by Wendlandt and Knebel who mapped the lower Claiborne of east

Texas. These authors found an unconformity between the Carrizo and

Wilcox:
l3

At several places the unconformity has been noticed, al-

though in other places no such condition could be found. The

variation in thickness of the Carrizo, and the irregular con-

ditions found in detailing the Carrizo-Wilcox contact, can

best be explained by an unconformity.

Ellisor has also reported this unconformity. Renick and

in 1931 followed Wendlandt and Knebel in placing the Carrizo at the

base of the Claiborne.

In the latest comprehensive publication, n The Geology of Texas,

the Carrizo is defined as basal Claiborne in age on the basis of its

greater lithologic similarity to Claiborne strata and its unconformable

relationship to the underlyingMlcox beds. The work of Wendlandt and

Knebel in east Texas, supplemented by the more recent mapping of Julia

Gardner in connection with the new geologic map of Texas, has conclusive-

ly demonstrated that the Queen City and Carrizo formations are at differ-

ent stratigraphic horizons being separated by the glauconitic sandy clays

E. A., and Knebel, G
. M., Lower Claiborne of east Texas

with special reference to Mount Sylvan dome and salt movements: Am. Assoc.
Petroleum Geologists, Bull., v01.13, no. 10, pp. 1347-1375, October 1929.

13 Idem.
, p. 1350.

A. C., Correlation of the Claiborne of east Texas with
the Claiborne of Louisiana: km. Assoc. Petroleum (Geologists, Bull., vol.

13, No. 10, p. 1343, October, 1929.

13Renick, B. C., and Stenzel, H. 8., The lower Claiborne of the

Brazos River, Texas: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3101, pp. 73-108,
January 1, 1931.

S. H., Adkins, W. K., and Plummer, F. 8., The geology
of Texas: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3232, vol. 1, part 3, p. 613,
August 1932.
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of the Reklaw. The plant remains described by Berry from the Carrizo

17
are no longer regarded diagnostic of Wilcox strata. For purposes

of reference the position of the Carrizo in the geologic section ac-

cording to present acceptable usage is indicated in Plate 11.

1 8
The preliminary edition of the geologic map of Texasx

traces the Carrizo as a Trappable unit from the Rio Grande River at

8 point in western Webb County, northward to the vicinity of Car-

rizo Springs, thence northwestward into Zavalla, eastward through

Medina, Atascosa, and Wilson counties, and then through G uadalupe,

Gonzales, Caldwell, Bastrop, Lee, and other counties northeastward

in the same general line. Plate I showing the area under discussion

was traced from this map. In east Texas the trend of the formation

is obscured by alluvial deposits of Sabine and Sulphur rivers, but

19
it is thought to swing eastward into northern Louisiana.

In its general lithologic aspect the Carrizo formation

is a fine to medium-grained, gray or buff colored sand, composed

largely of angular and subangular quartz grains. The presence of

ferruginous material occasionally adds some shade of pink or red to

17
Sellards, E. H., Adkins, W. S., and Plummer, F. 8., The

geology of Texas: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3232, vol. 1, part 3,
p. 613, August 22, 1932.

N. H., Stephenson, L. W., and Gardner, Julia, Geologic
map of Texas, preliminary edition: U. S. Geol. Survey Pub., 1932.

Sellards, S. H., Adkins, W. S., and Plummer, F. 8., The

geology of Texas, Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3232, vol. 1, part 3, p.
614, August 22, 1932.



PLATE II

EOCENE SECTION
1

1According to “The Geology of Texas," The University of Texas Bulletin.
No. 3232, Part 3, August 22, 1932, p. 530.
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the color. Cross-bedding, carbonaceous materials, and plant re-

mains are characteristic, but as yet no marine fossils have been

reported. A more detailed statement as to the texture and mineral

content will be found later in this report. Plates lII' and IV

indicate the general appearance of the formation at two of its

outcrops.

Thirty-eight samples were collected from eight different

sections located at the points indicated on Plate I. These samples

include thirty from the Carrizo, and, for purposes of comparison,

six from a sandy member of the Wilcox (Sabinetown?), and two from

a deep red, silty-sand member of the overlying Reklaw (?). The

sections are described below:

A. This outcrop is on a bluff on the north side of

Colorado River, three and one-half miles directly southeast of the

town of Bastrop in Bastrop County. The Carrizo is a buff colored

sand, 48 feet in thickness measured from the Wilcox contact‘d which

occurs approximately 20 feet above the river. Samples Ito 10 were

collected at this point. Sample 1 came from the Wilcox just below

the contact? sample 2, from the Carrizo just above the contact, and

the others were taken at intervals of six feet above sample 2.

Plate 111 shows the outcrop of this section.

B_. Samples 11 to 22 were collected at five and one-half

20
Pointed out by Mr. H. Cf. Damon.



PLATE III

Fig* 1* Exposure of the Carrizo on the north side of Colorado

River, three and one-half miles southeast of Bastrop. The Wilcox

contact is about half way up the bluff, and it is indicated in the

view by the charge in color of the sediments* The picture shows

the exposure as it appears toward the east.

Fig* 2. Another view of the Carrizo exposed along Colorado River

in Bastrop County* This is a continuation of the same Bluff shown

in Figure 1*



PLATE XT

Rig. 1. Typical appearance of the Carrizo as exposed at White

Bluff on the north side of Colorado River, four and one-half miles

southeast of Bastrop.

Pig* 2. A view of White 81-uff from another point. Note the

cross-heddiig and "brilliant white color of the sand.
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foot intervals from a point 40 feet above the river level at White

Bluff, an exposure one mile down the Colorado River from section

A. The Carrizo here is a brilliant white, cross-bedded sand, 52

feet in thickness, and in contact with a red clay member of the

overlying Reklaw. Plate IV shows two views of the White Bluff

section.

C. Sample 23 ms collected from an outcrop exposed

along a hillside on the Bastrop-Smithville highway, three-fourths

of a mile east of Bastrop. The basal buff colored Carrizo sand

is represented.

pi
I). The Carrizo-Wilcox contact is exposed along the

slope of a row of prominent hills known as Yegua Knobs, located

five miles northeast of McDade in northern Bastrop County. The sand

has its usual gray to buff color. Samples 24 to 26 were collected

at five foot intervals from a point just above the contact.

E>. The lower part of the Carrizo is exposed in a road

cut one mile west of Sutherland Springs on State Highway No. 71.

Sample 27 was collected from this cut.

F_. Samples 28 to 31 were collected from an exposure of

the Carrizo along State. Highway 71, three and eight-tenths miles

northwest of Sutherland Springs in Wilson County, beginning at the

point where Cibolo Creek crosses the highway. Sample 28 was

21
Idem.
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collected almost at the creek level; sample 29, eleven feet up in

the section; sample 30, twenty three feet up, and sample 31, forty

nine feet up in the section. The sand has its typical buff color.

G. An exposure of the upper part of the Carrizo occurs

along the northwest side of a hill, three and one-half miles direct-

ly east of Lavernia in Wilson County. A small fault with an appar-

ent strike of N 50°E passes through the hill. The typical gray to

buff Carrizo sands occur in contact with reddish to greenish Reklaw

(?) beds. Sample 32 ms collected approximately at the contact,

and sample 33 was obtained thirty three feet below this point.

H. The Sabinetown (?) formation (Wilcox) is exposed in

a small bluff at a point where the Lockhart-Ruling road, State

Highway No. 29, crosses Clear Fork Creek in Caldwell County. Sam-

ples 34 to 38 were collected at three foot intervals from a point

14 feet above a sandstone ledge in the bottom of the creek.



CHAPTER II

LABORATORY PROCEDURE

Introduction

The discussion of laboratory procedure is subdivided into

several main headings. In each case the method is to discuss the

apparatus required, the technique, and any special comments con-

cerning this particular problem. The amount of apparatus will

vary with individual needs although the quantity suggested here

was found ample for this type of work.

Mechanical Analysis

The mechanical analysis was divided into a determination

of the silt-clay content and a study of the coarser grade sizes. The

apparatus required to determine silt-clay content of ordinary sand

samples includes the following:

2 1000 oc. glass cylinders
12 250 ml. glass beakers
12 3 inch diameter watch glasses
12 2-l/4 inch porcelain evaporating dishes

12 Glass stirring rods, l/8 inch diameter, 5 inches

long
2 l/2 inch diameter bent glass tubes for siphons
4 l/8 inch diameter bent glass tubes for siphons

12 Test tubes

Washing bottle and connections
12 Asbestos mats.

2 Small clay triangles
3 Bunsen burners

2 Pieces of rubber tubing, 14 inches long, to

fit the l/2 inch siphon tubes

14
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3 Packages of filter paper
Binocular microscope
Standard Trip scale balance and set of weights
Hot plate
Drying oven with 6 beaker capacity
Iron mortar and pestle
Liter bottle for water

Tripod
Pair of forceps
Horn spoon

Test tube brush
Test tube holder

Data form sheets for recording results

Most of the sand samples examined in this study were found

to be more or less unconsolidated. Where induration is a factor the

sample may be broken up by gentle crushing in a mortar. Care must

be taken in this operation to prevent fragmentation of the grains as

such will affect the shape analysis. The loose sand sample should

be accurately weighed, and essentially the same quantity should be

used for analysis each time. Thirty grams v/as found to be a con-

venient amount in this study.

The samples can be examined roughly by means of a binocular

microscope for ferruginous, calcareous, and other materials -which

might adhere to the grains. Samples which show such should be

boiled in dilute hydrochloric acid. The weighed sand sample may

then be transferred to a 250 ml. beaker, hot distilled water added,

a stirring rod inserted, and the beaker covered by means of a watch

glass. The whole is placed on an asbestos mat on the hot plate and

boiled slowly for about an hour. Figure 1, Plate V, indicates this

set up. The sample should be stirred from time to time; otherwise,



PLATE V
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the sand, due to its density, will form a thermal blanket at the

bottom of the beaker and cause violent boiling and consequent loss

of sample.

After the material has boiled sufficiently to separate

the finer particles from the sand grains, the whole is transferred

to a 1000 cc. glass cylinder. To insure accuracy, it is best to

wash the beaker in which the sample was boiled and to pour this

wash water into the cylinder. Water can then be added to fill the

cylinder, the palm of the hand placed over the open end, and the

whole inverted several times to mix sand, silt, and crater. After

shaking, the mixture should be allowed to stand three minutes. In

a detailed investigation made by Stow*'*' this was found to be the

length of time during which all particles above silt size (0.06 mm.

on the Wentworth grade scale) would completely settle out.

At the end of the three minute period the water in the

cylinder is rapidly siphoned off by means of the apparatus indicated

in Figure 2, Plate V. Care should be taken not to stir up the set-

tled sand grains. This process of washing should be repeated sev-

eral times to insure complete separation. In the present study

two repetitions-were considered sufficient. The cleaned sand sample

may then be transferred back to the 250 ml. beaker in which it was

boiled. It tos found convenient to number all samples in a

22
Stow, M. H., Washing sediments to obtain the most desirable

size of grain for microscopic study: Am* Mineralogist, vol. 16, no.

5, p. 226, May 1931.
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consecutive series and to write this number on the frosted surface

of each beaker. In this manner it was possible to run several sam-

ples at the same time without danger of confusing them.

Care should be taken to secure all of the sand particles

from the 1000 cc. cylinder. This can be accomplished by washing

the cylinder into the beaker as indicated in Figure 3, Plate V.

Most of the surplus water may he easily poured from the beaker with-

out disturbing the sand grains. To remove what little remains a

scheme similar to that indicated in Figure 4, Plate V, may be used.

To dry the sample a watch glass is placed over the beaker

as a cover, and the whole placed in an oven and kept at a slow heat

for several hours. When thoroughly dry, the grains may be trans-

ferred to a filter paper and again weighed. The difference between

this and the original weight represents the amount of silt and clay

size particles contained in the sample. For purposes of comparison

it is necessary to calculate this loss as a percentage of the

original sample. Where many samples are involved it is rather es-

sential to have a form data sheet.

No attempt ms made to distinguish silt from clay as the

necessary equipment for such a determination ms not available. By

proper coordination of the above outlined procedure the writer ms

able to run several samples at a time, thus decreasing in a large

measure the total time required for the analysis. Samples 22, 27,

28, 31, and 33 were found to contain sufficient ferruginous cementing

material to necessitate boiling in dilute hydrochloric acid.
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The apparatus required for a screen analysis of ordinary

sands is listed below:

Set of Tyler Standard Screens

Standard trip scale balance and set of weights
Filter paper

Dissecting needle

Camel’s hair brush
Soft cloth

In every case the grains should be thoroughly cleaned and

loosened by treating as indicated under the discussion of silt-clay

analysis. The sample is then weighed and transferred to a set of

standard screens. These should be agitated in a circulatory and up

and down movement for several minutes to insure a complete separa-

tion into grade sizes. Each division is weighed, and this weight

is calculated as a percentage of the total weight of the screenings.

In the present problem this total weight was in each case compared

to the original weight, and the amount lost was used as an indica-

tion of the relative accuracy of the analysis. This procedure is

not necessary in ordinary work. An analytical balance was first

tried, but the cumulative errors due to handling and other factors

offset the extreme degree of accuracy; hence the simpler and much

faster Yfelch trip scale balance was resorted to.

As in the case of the silt-clay analyses, data sheets are

an absolute necessity for any extensive piece of ■work. The form

used in this report was found to be highly satisfactory. After the

date, have been calculated, the usual method is to plot the texture
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analysis on forms known as ’’histograms.” Twenty-eight representa-

tive samples are plotted on such forms in Plate IX.

Before sieving each sample the screens should be thorough-

ly cleaned. This may be accomplished by jarring, by using a fine

dissecting needle to remove particles which cannot be jarred loose,

and by using a soft cloth and brush on the fine mesh screens. Care

should be used a.s the finer meshes are easily damaged, and this im-

pairs their usefulness in grade size analysis.

Heavy Mineral Separations

The apparatus necessary for heavy mineral separations may

be listed as follows:

8 3-inch diameter funnels with short stems
3 Liter bottles for benzene, used bromoform, and

bromoform-benzene mixtures

18 3-inch diameter watch glasses
3 1/8 inch glass stirring rods

2 50 ml. glass beakers
12 3-inch porcelain evaporating dishes

6 Pinch-cocks

Ringstand with 2-l/2 inch rings, and several

clamps
Condenser equipment for distilling the benzene'

bromoform mixture
Rubber tubing to fit the funnels

Large cardboard square
Filter paper
Gummed labels

Black china-marking pencil

The apparatus is set up essentially as shown in Plate VI.

All grains should be clean before a separation is attempted.
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Fig. 2. Bromoform Separation Apparatus.
A. Funnel containing bromoform and sample from which heavy

grains are settling down.
B. Pinch-cock grip on rubber tubing attached to funnel stem.

C. Folded Biter paper for holding up residue.

D. Bromoform bottle.

E. Filter to prevent material from entering F.
F. Benzol washings bottle.

APPARATUS POP SEPARATIONS*

■According to Milner, 21 • B.j jSedtontary Fetrograrter. Thomas Murby and
Company* London, 2nd, ed*, 1929

* p. 43*
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The separatory funnel is half filled with bromoform (refer to A in

Plate VI), and the sample then added. The amount of sample used

will necessarily depend upon the quantity of heavy minerals. Ap-

proximately ten grams was found to be a convenient amount for this

particular sand. The mixture should be stirred from time to time

to facilitate complete separation. To prevent evaporation and con-

sequent change in density of the bromoform, the funnel should be

covered with a watch glass. The time for separation will vary with

the nature of the material 5 in the present study five minutes was

found to be sufficient. The stop-cock is then opened, and the heavy

minerals are collected on filter paper as indicated in the diagram.

Where separation is not entirely complete and part of the light

minerals tend to come off with the heavy grains, it is best to col-

lect the residue in an evaporating dish, add more bromoform, and

complete the separation by decanting off the lighter grains. The

light minerals may be collected on another filter paper, and the

used bromoform filtered off. Both light and heavy grains should be

thoroughly washed with benzene. The used bromoform may be placed

in a liter bottle, and the benzene-bromoform wash mixture may be

poured into an appropriately labeled glass bottle.

The filter papers should be numbered by means of a china-

marking pencil, placed on a cardboard square, and allowed to dry.

The benzene will evaporate rather rapidly, and the light grains can

then be transferred to labeled glass bottles, A most convenient set



of bottles for this t ype of work is made by R. P. Cargille of 26

Cortlandt Street, New York City. The entire heavy crop, if not too

great, should be mounted at once.

The bromoform may be used again, but its density should

be tested each time either by means of a hydrometer or by use of

mineral grains of known density. The broinoform-benzene washing mix-

ture should from time to time be distilled to recover the valuable

bromoform. Benzene boils at 80.4° C. while bromoform does not reach

a vaporization point below 150° C.; hence a complete separation can

be made by regulating distilling temperatures at about 100° to 125° C.

Mounting

The apparatus required for mounting is as follows:

3-point control electric hot plate
Glass slides 2.5 x 5 mm.

Round cover glasses, No. 3, 18 mm.

Tray for holding slides
Pair of slide holders

Pair of cover glass holders

Xylol
Canada balsam

Gummed labels

Fine dissecting needle

Asbestos mat

Small evaporating dish

The mounting of heavy mineral grains requires good tech-

nique and constant practice. Several methods were tried and dis-

carded in the present study before a satisfactory procedure was at-

tained. Small amounts of Canada balsam should be pre-cooked until

23
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just brittle on cold test, and should be kept warm over a very low

flame. Where large amounts of balsam are pre-cooked and shored for

use from time to time the results are not nearly so uniform nor

satisfactory as when only the amount immediately needed is prepared.

The glass slide to be used is cleaned in xylol and dried

on the hot plate. The filter paper which contains the dried heavy

minerals can be creased to concentrate the grains. These are then

carefully shaken onto the glass slide and warmed on the hot plate.

This warming of the mineral grains helps to prevent the formation

of bubbles when the balsam is added. A sufficient amount of warm

prepared balsam is then poured on to the slide, and the grains are

stirred gently into the cement by means of a hot dissecting needle.

A round 18 ram. cover glass is cleaned in xylol, dried, and warmed on

the hot plate. With the aid of a holder this cover glass may be

placed over the balsam, on the slide by allowing it to contact with

she cement on one side and gaatly to settle into position. The

slide may now be removed from the hot plate, placed on an asbestos

mat, and the cover glass firmly pressed down onto the slide.

Several precautions will simplify the above outlined

procedure. Most important is the control of temperature. The balsam

should be kept at a point where it is sufficiently fluid to allow

handling, but most not be overheated as this will cause cracking

and give a yellow color to the finished slide. The slide, minerals,

stirring needle, and cover glass should all be at approximately the



same temperature as the balsam to secure a uniform finished product.

If possible, all the heavy mineral residue should be mounted as this

will insure a complete analysis of the sample. The grains should

not be too widely scattered on the slide, for otherwise quantitative

determinations are made difficult.

After the mounted slide is thoroughly dry, it may be

cleaned by using a razor blade to scrape off excess balsam, and then

finished by means of a soft cloth saturated with xylol. Care should

be taken in cleaning a slide with xylol as this liquid will pene-

trate beneath the cover glass and dissolve out part of the balsam.

When clean, the slide should be labeled and filed for future use.

These slides constitute the permanent mounts.

Identification

The materials necessary for this phase of the work are

as follows:

Set of Immersion liquids
Binocular microscope
Petrographic microscope
Mechanical stage
Microscope daylight lamp
Clove oil for temporary mounts

Glass slides and cover glasses
Standard texts on heavy mineral determinations

For the sake of speed, ease, and convenience in studying

heavy mineral suites, it is best to have a definite method of pro-

cedure. As each worker naturally tends to follow a more or less

25
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definite technique of his own, the steps outlined below are merely

suggested. The details of microscopic investigation are beyond the

scope of the present work; hence the reader is referred to standard

texts on the subject for further information. The procedure as out'

lined below was found by the present writer to constitute a rapid

method of attack.

1. Observe the slide in reflected light to deter-

mine the opaque minerals present. Use Table I

of Milner, Table 17 of Tickell, the summarized

25
table of Sdson, and check individual descriptions

in the text of each work.

2. Observe the slide by transmitted light, pick out

a grain to study, and note:

a. Color

b. Relief

c. Pleochroism if present.

3. Observe the grain under crossed Nicols and note:

o*2

"Milner, H. 8., Sedimentary petrography, 2nd. ed., p. 477, D.

Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1929.

24
Tickell, F. G., The examination of fragmental rocks, p. 112,

Stanford University Press, Stanford University, California, 1931.

oc

Edson, F. G., Criteria for the recognition of heavy minerals

occurring in the Mid-Continent field: Oklahoma Geol. Survey,
Bull. no. 31, p. 13, December, 1925.
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a. Whether isotropic or anisotropic.

b. If anisotropic, whether uniaxial or bi-

axial, positive or negative.

4. Use Tables 11-IX in Milner,
28

Table 18 in Tickell,
2,

and the descriptive section in EdsofiBas starting

points, and check the characteristic crystal and

optical properties in the text of the works cited.

As a suggestive indicator the "Table of Density Separa-

tions” modified from Holmes^ 9
and Tickell^*9

is included in Plate VII.

This table gives at once the very common, common, and rare minerals

which are to be expected in the light and heavy mineral crops.

In most oases it was found that all the necessary proper-

ties could be obtained from the grains of the permanent mounts.

Where such was not possible, a second crop of heavy minerals was ob-

tained from the same sample, and temporary mounts were made in

either oil of clove or in one of the various refractive index liquids.

Such a temporary mount permitted manipulation of the grain for deter-

mination of its various properties.

cit., pp. 479-485.

27op.0 p. cit., pp. 113-117.

28
op. cit., pp. 11-12.

p q
A., Petrographic methods and calculations, p. 103,

Thomas Murby and Co., London, 1921.

S®Tiokell, F. G., The examination of fragmental rocks, p. 82
Stanford University Press, Stanford University, California, 1951.



PLATE VII

TABLE OF DENSITY SEPARATIONS

LIGHT MINERALS

Very Common Comnon V Rare

Calcite Gypsum Aragonite
Chalcedony
Chlorite

Kaolinite

Glauconite

Muscovite

Orthoclase

Plagioclase

Quartz

HEAVY MINERALS

Very Common Common Rare

Biotite Actinolite Anatase

Chlorite Andalusite Apatite
Garnet Augite Barite

Hornblende Cassiterite Basaltic Hornblende

Ilmenite Chromite Brookite
Leucoxene Corundum Diopside
Limonite Cyanite Fluorite

Magnetite Enstatite Galena

Pyrite Epidote Hematite
Zircon Glaucophane Sillimanite

Hypers thene Sphalerite
Monazite Spinel
Pargasite Spodumene
Rutile Vesuvianite
Staurolite Xentomine
Titanite Zoisite

Topaz
Tourmaline
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Shape Analysis

A great deal of work has been done, particularly by Went-

worth,'5 -*- and on the shapes of sand grains with a

view toward interpreting their sedimentary history. Each of the

authors named has devised his own standard scale, and each undoubted-

ly has its merits. It is the opinion of the writer that the method

employed by Tester is the most valid of the three in that it deter-

mines the wear or abrasion which a grain has undergone with respect

to its original shape. This is estimated by projecting the remain-

ing facets of a sand particle until they intersect, assuming that

the projected straight lines represent the angular original shape

of the grain, and then computing the ratio of the abraded part of

each side to the theoretical original length of the side. An aver-

age for all sides of a single grain is used as the roundness factor

for the grain. An illustration of the calculation taken from Tester’s

work is given in Figure lon the following page.

3%entworth, C. K., A method of measuring and plotting shapes
of pebbles: Jour. Geology, vol. 27, pp. 507-521, 1919.

*20
° c'Cox, E. P,, A method of assigning numerical and percentage

values to the degree of roundness of sand grains: Jour. Paleontology,
vol. 1, no, 3, pp. 179-183, December 1927.

Tester, A. C., The measurement of the shapes of rock par-
ticles: Jour, Sedimentary Petrology, vol. 1, no, 1, up. 3-11, May
1931.

p. 7.



Figure 1. Roundness determination according to Tester.

The computation for the side labeled above is as follows:

Similarly for the other sides the figures 79 per cent, 65 per cent,

and 83 per cent are obtained, giving an average roundness figure of

72 per cent for the grain. Based on percentage figures thus ob-

-35
tained, Tester erected the following Roundness Table:

Per cent Abraded Class Name

i

81 - 100 Rounded

61 -
80 Sub-rounded

41
-

60 Curvilinear
21-40 Sub-angular
0-20 Angular

The method given above was used in a study of the shapes of the

grains noted in this problem. Regardless of the shortcomings of the

35
Tester, A. C., The measurement of the shapes of rock particles:

Jour. Sedimentary Petrology, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 8, May 1931.

30

AB - aa’ 27 mm. - 10 mm. - cri(Si

« ———— x 100 63%
AB 27 mm.
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Tester method, such as the personal element which enters into the

reconstruction of the original shape, this is perhaps the best

available method for analytical study. For the value of the re-

sults obtained a more logical scale for shape analysis is the one

proposed by Wendler
0

in which grains with all plane surfaces or

faces are referred to as angular; those with straight edges pre-

dominating over rounded surfaces, sub-angular; those with rounded

faces predominating over straight edges, sub-rounded; and those with

all edges curved are called rounded.

Quantitative Petrographic Determinations

In the present study a count ms made of the heavy miner-

als present in each sample in order to estimate their quantitative

abundance. The slides were examined in detail until all of the

minerals could be recognized at sight. Then all of the grains with-

in a single field of vision were counted, and the count for each

mineral was tabulated. An average count of 200 grains was made from

five to nine different fields across each slide, A mechanical stage

facilitates handling and prevents repetition of the same field but

is not absolutely essential in this work. The counts in each case

were totaled, and the number of grains for the individual minerals

36
Wendler, A. P., A petrographic study of sands from middle Ter

tiary Formations east of Guadalupe River, Texas: Dissertation, The

University of Texas, p. 161, 1934,
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was computed as a percentage of the total. The counts and percent

ages may be found on the data sheets appended to this report.

Plate X represents a summarized tabulation of these calculations.

A second determination based on the first was made by

tabulating the number of opaque and transparent minerals counted

and calculating the percentage of each. The value of such a cal-

culation is perhaps questionable, but it presents one more step in

the quantitative analysis of the sample.

An estimate of the per cent abundance of the heavy crop

was made. This was accomplished by examining the separations under

a binocular and picking out the most abundant residues. The weight

of the original sample compared with the weight of the heavy crop

gave a measure of the abundance of the latter. The heaviest separa-

tion gave a per cent of 0.16. All other samples examined showed less

than two-thirds this amount or an average of approximately o#l per

cent. Quantitatively this figure seems very small, but 5b is not

unusual for percentage of heavy minerals.

Photographic Work

In taking the photomicrographs for this report a standard

photomicrographic camera and a standard petrographic microscope were

used. The camera has an adapter which replaces the ocular of the

37
Holmes, A., Petrographic methods and calculations, p. 188,

Thomas Murby and Go., London, 1921.
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of the microscope so that the camera is mounted in a vertical posi-

tion. A 110 volt, 100 watt microscope lamp was used as a light

source.

Process Nitrate film was found to be very satisfactory

for this work. The film is slightly larger than the holders sup-

plied with this camera ; hence it must be cut to fit. For the par-

ticular type of plate holder used, it was found best to mount a

3-1/4 by 4 inch-glass lantern slide beneath the film to give it a

firm level surface. Films have a dull and a glossy side, the former

being the emulsion surface and the one which is to b e left up in

the plate holder so that it will be exposed in the camera.

Two plate holders should be loaded in the dark room. The

field to be photographed should be located on the ground glass of

the camera in preference to use of the side eye piece of the camera

as this procedure will insure greater accuracy in centering. The

grains vary in thickness; hence sharp focus throughout the field is

impossible. It is preferable to outline the transparent grains more

sharply as these photograph better. After making the proper adjust-

ments, the ground glass may be removed and the loaded plate holder

inserted. The plate holder cover is then removed, and the exposure

is made.

Two lenses were used, one, a 48 mm. for low power, and

the other, a lOx, microscope objective for the higher magnification.

For the first lens stop 50 (l/50th of a second) on the camera was
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used, whereas in the case of the ho. 3 objective the camera lens

stop 10 (l/lOth of a second) was used. The timing will necessarily

vary according to the nature of the material being photographed and

the intensity of the lighting. The developing of films and prints

depends upon the type of developer used, and as several standard

types are available, no further mention of this phase of the work

need be made.

Magnification

As the magnification of the camera with r espect to the

microscope lens system ms not known, the following simple method

was devised to calculate the photographic magnification.

Place a permanent mount in the mechanical stage and

locate an elongate prismatic grain which has been photographed.

Orient the slide so that a reading may be taken on the micrometer

scale. Set one end of the grain exactly beneath the vertical cross-

hair of the ocular and read the micrometer scale of the stage. Move

the slide so that the other end of the grain is exactly beneath the

vertical cross-hair and again read the scale. Take a piece of card-

board and mark off accurately on it, as shown in Figure 2, the

dimensions of the same grain from the photomicrograph. Place this

cardboard in the mechanical stage, set, and read as before. Since

the ocular and objective used are the same in both cases, a com-

parison between the measured length of the grain in the slide and
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Figure 2. Magnification Determination.

in the photomicrograph will give the power of magnification. A

sample calculation is given below:

Reading from the grain of the permanent mount:

5.6 setting at one end

5.0 setting at other end

(l) .6 measured length

Reading from same grain in the photomicrograph:

30.6 setting at one end

0.4 setting at other end

(2) 30.2 measured length

Magnification:

(2) f (1) « 30.2 4 0.6 _ sOx

In this manner the power of the camera with the lOx objective was

found to be 50x as indicated above* Similarly, the magnification

of the camera for the 48 mm. lens was found to be 28x.



CHAPTER III

ANALYTICAL DETERMINATIONS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

Texture

The textural study •was divided into two parts, an analysis

of silt-clay content, and an analysis of grade ranges above silt

size. An attempt was made to determine whether these factors were

diagnostic, and whether lateral and vertical variations were pro-

nounc ed.

The samples from Yegua Knobs in the northern part of Bas-

trop County were averaged with those from Red and White Bluffs along

Colorado River in the southern part of the county. The silt-clay

content was found to range from 5 to 44 per cent with a general

average of 20 per cent for 22 samples. One test revealed 70 per

cent silt-clay particles from a zone five feet below the top of the

White Bluff section, but this figure was discarded as such an amount

is not consistent with the general character of the Carrizo. The

six samples collected from Wilson County showed a variation of from

4 to 27 per cent with an average of 13 per cent. A comparison be-

tween the average for each of the two counties reveals a decrease

in the silt-clay content of the formation toward the southwest.

A Silt-Clay Chart, Plate VIII, ms drawn up in order to

determine vertical variation. For the Colorado River Section,

samples 2 to 10 and 11 to 21, a steady increase in the silt-clay

36
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content is noted from the bottom of the section toward the top.

The reverse, however, is true of the Wilson County sections as

shown in samples 28 to 31. At Yegua Knobs in northern Bastrop

County the highest percentage occurs in the middle samples of the

section. Such results clearly indicate the negative value of this

type of work.

The Reklaw (?) samples show a variation of from 9 per cent

silt-clay content in the Bastrop County sample (No. 22) to 13 per

cent for the Wilson County sample (No. 32), or an average of 11 per

cent. The five Wilcox samples, numbers 34 to 38 collected in Cald-

well County, gave a variation of from 8 to 32 per cent with an

average of 15 per cent. Sample 1 from the Wilcox of the Colorado

River area in Bastrop County yielded a silt-clay content of 19 per

cent. Sufficient samples were not collected from either the Reklaw

(?) or the Wilcox to make any diagnostic or final determinations.

The object here, however, was to ascertain any critical lithologic

change near the contact, both above and below the Carrizo. Here

again the results were negative as the silt-clay content for the

samples examined did not vary sufficiently in the different forma-

tions to be of any value.

A study of the coarser grade sizes gave more promising

results. Of the 30 Garrizo samples analyzed, 20 (Nos. 4-7, 10-14,

16-19, 23, 25-29, and 33) show the maximum grade falling between

0.124 and 0.246 mm. or the fine sand division of the Wentworth
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scale.
38

The amount of sample represented by this maximum varied

from 40 to 78 per cent with an average of 61 per cent. Of the re-

maining samples, six (Nos. 2-3, 8-9, 15 and 20) show a maximum

grade between 0.067 and 0.124 ram. (very fine sand) with an average

of 52 per cent of the sample being retained at this point; two

(Nos. 30-31) have a maximum between 0.246 and 0.495 mm., medium

sand, with an average of 45 per cent of the sample retained here;

one sample (No. 21) shows a maximum of 50 per cent of the sample re-

tained below 0.067, and one sample (No. 24) reaches a maximum be-

tween 0.495 and 0.991 mm. (coarse sand) with 26 per cent of the

sample represented at this point. It is interesting to note that

in 26 of the 30 samples the majority of the material is retained at

and below the 0.124 to 0.246 mm. grade size.

With the exception of two samples all the analyses from

Bastrop County which show a maximum grade between 0.124 and 0.246

mm. have most of the remainder of the sample retained below this

grade. In Wilson County no sample of the Carrizo shows a maximum

below 0.124 to 0.246 mm.; two of the samples have a maximum between

0.246 and 0.495 mm.
, and, with one exception, all have the majority

of the sample retained at and above the 0.124 to 0.246 mm. grade

size. This contrast between the northeastern and southwestern ends

of the ourcrop indicates an increase in the coarseness of texture

38
17entworth, C. K., A scale of grade and class terms for

clastic sediments: Jour. Geology, vol. 30, pp. 377-392, 1922.
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to the southwest. Supporting this change is a similar decrease in

the silt-clay content in this same direction. The change in tex-

ture may indicate that the sediments to the northeast were farther

from the margin of the basin of deposition than those to the south-

west.

Histograms of the above determinations are shown in Plate

IX. To contrast the Carrizo with the Reklaw (?) and Wilcox, histo-

grams of these formations were also plotted. The Reklaw (?) sample

from Bastrop County shows a maximum grade between 0.246 and 0.495

mm. with 63 per cent of the sample retained at this point. The Reklaw

sample from Wilson County has its maximum grade between 0.124 and

0.246 with 56 per cent of the sample represented. The maximum grade

for all of the Wilcox samples falls between 0.067 and 0.124 mm. with

an average of 59 per cent of the sample retained here. The results

indicate the Wilcox sands to be slightly finer in texture than the

Carrizo, but little or no difference is indicated between this

formation and the Reklaw.

The presence of more than 10 per cent silt-clay content

and the predominance of fine sand-size particles classifies the

Central Texas Carrizo as a fine silty sand according to the Went-

-39
worth table of class terms for sediments.

39
Wentworth, C. K., A scale of grade and class terms for

clastic sediments: Jour. Geology, vol. 30, p. 390, 1922.
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Shape

The value of a quantitative shape analysis seemed somewhat

questionable! hence a detailed study was not made. Such factors as

cleavage, fracture, hardness, stability, and original size and

crystal form are too variable to permit making diagnostic interpre-

tations. Several grains each of quartz, tourmaline, magnetite,

leucoxene, ilmenite, and zircon were selected at random from the

photomicrographs. These were enlarged, and the remaining facets

were projected as proposed by Tester to reconstruct the original

shape. The average obtained for each mineral is as follows:

Quartz
Tourmaline

Magnetite
Leucoxene

Ilmenite

Zircon

22 per cent

27 per cent

15 per cent

28 per cent

25 per cent

26 per cent

All of these figures represent either angular or subangular grains

according to the Tester scale. Some few particles not considered

above were noted to be completely rounded. What these determinations

mean ma;/ perhaps be more clearly expressed after several experimental

studies have been cited.

40

Ziegler found that particles, depending upon their size,

were more or less protected by the viscosity of the medium in which

40
Ziegler, V., Factors influencing the rounding of sand grains:

Jour. Geology, vol. IS, pp. 645-654, 1911.

42
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they were being transported. It was his conclusion that particles

below 0.75 min. in diameter could not be well rounded by water.

Hounded grains below this diameter implied wind action. Galloway
4l

considers 0.05 mm. as the lowest effective diameter for water

abrasion, although he states:

There is, however, no longer theoretical or practical
limit to the size of grain which can be abraded to round-

ness given a sufficient time.

42
Anderson, contrary to Ziegler’s conclusions, found mter abrasion

to be more effective than wind action, given the same distance of

transport. This writer stated that mechanical wear is perhaps a

much slower process than it has been thought to be, and further con

eluded:
4 '"’

It follows that sand grains approaching spherical shape

may be of considerable age. No such grains should be re-

garded as having been derived from their primary source,

the igneous rocks, during the present cycle of deposition.

44
Twenhofel oonsiaers:

41
Galloway, J. J., Value of the physical characters of sand in

the interpretation of the origin of sandstones (abstract): Geol.

Soc. America, Bull., vol. 33, no. 1, p. 104, March 31, 1922.

49
“ Anderson, G. E., Experiments on the rate of wear of sand

grains: Jour. Geology, vol. 34, pp. 144-158, 1926.

43
Idem, p. 157.

44
Twenhofel, W. H., Treatise on sedimentation, 2nd. ed., pp

221-222, The Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, 1932.
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Sand grains are probably on the whole less well rounded

than small pebbles. The reason for this lies in the cushion-

ing of the grains by the inertia and viscosity of the fluid,
and below certain sizes the agents of rounding vrill have

little effect. There is probably, then, an optimum size at

perhaps the smaller pebble grade where rounding under the

influence of these opposing factors is at a maximum. Sand

grains which are 50 per cent rounded are seldom found except
in oolitic sands, and sand deposits of other origin having
this average roundness appear to be extremely rare.

This may be interpreted broadly to mean that within limits, all

other factors being equal, the amount of abrasion varies directly as

the diameter of the particle. Experimental studies such as those

cited tend to limit the value of sedimentary interpretations from

shape analysis. Some suggestions may, however, be made.

The writer prefers to agree with .Anderson in that mechan-

ical wear may be construed as a long drawn out process, particularly

when very stable grains have reached the small size of those found

in the Carrizo. The predominance then of such subangular particles

would not in any essential sense require nearby source rocks. The

few rounded tourmaline, zircon, and other grains noted are inter-

preted to represent sediments which have passed through not one but

many cycles of deposition.

Many of the quartz grains show minutely pitted and rough-

-45
ened surfaces which, according to the criteria of Sherzer, would tend

to indicate eolian action. On other evidence, the probability of wind

<l5
Sherzer, W. H., Criteria for the recognition of the various

types of sand grains: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 21, pp. 625-662,
1910.
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A6
action upon the Carrizo sands has been suggested by Trowbridge."'

It is believed by some that the Carrizo was deposited along a broad,

flat ooastal plain by rivers dumping their sediments into the ex-

tended Gulf of Mexico. <i/ Land forces apparently dominated and re-

treat of the sea was characteristic. Undoubtedly the Carrizo sands

formed much of the littoral zone of the coast, and as such they were

alternately exposed to the air and covered by water. Retreat of the

sea probably exposed the sands completely to wind action. The

chemical purity and fine mechanical grade size of the sands suggests

deposition along a regular shore line adjacent to lands in the

48
mature stage of erosion. Cross-bedding and the absence of marine

fossils, both characteristic of the Carrizo, need not be construed

4°
as evidence against deposition in the littoral environment. Kindle

has questioned the validity of these criteria. The evidence may

not be conclusive, but at least it is indicative.

Trowbridge, A. C., Tertiary and Quaternary geology of the lower

Rio Grande region, Texas: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 837, p. 65, 1932.

,
E. H., Adkins, W. S.

,
and Plummer, F. 8., The

geology of Texas: Texas, Univ., Bull., no. 3232, vol. 1, part 3

p. 616, August 22, 1932.

el, W. H., Treatise on sedimentation, 2nd ed., pp. 832-

836, The Williams and Wilkins 00., Baltimore, 1932.

E. M., Cross-bedding and absence of fossils considered
as criteria of continental deposits: Am. Jour. Sci., ser. 4, vol.

32, pp. 225-230, 1911.
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Light Minerals

The light mineral crop in every sample was found to con-

stitute more than 99 per cent of the total. Of this amount quartz

invariably makes up all but Ito 4 per cent. Microcline, plagio-

clase, and muscovite are constantly present, but in very minor

amounts. In one or more samples from each section some scattered

few grains of chert v/ere noted.

The quartz grains are largely sub-angular in shape. Many

are more or less turbid and show signs of minute pitting due to wind

action. Strain shadows are rather characteristic, and globular,

irregular, and aeicular inclusions of indeterminable minerals are

commonly present. The extinction angle for a number of the plagio-

clase grains revealed a variation of from 10 to 20°, thus indicat-

ing a composition similar to albite-andesine. The microcline

flakes exhibit their characteristic lattice-structure under crossed

Eicols. Both plagioclase and microcline grains are relatively fresh

in appearance. Muscovite occurs in both the light and heavy crops

because its density is the same as that of bromoform. Particles of

this mineral are subangular in outline and exhibit very low relief.

The chert grains have a refractive index approximately the same as

Canada balsam and characteristically show aggregate polarization

effects. In several of the samples occasional flakes of orthocla.se

were noted.

s%einschenk, E., Petrographic methods, p. 375, Mc-Graw-Hill Book

Company, Inc., Me?/ York, 1912.
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Heavy Minerals

Examination of the heavy mineral crops for all Carrizo

samples revealed approximately 98 per cent of the total to be com-

posed of leucoxene, zircon, rutile, ilmenite, muscovite, tourmaline,

magnetite, staurolite, kyanite, and sillimanite. Of the above, the

first four named make up an average of 80 per cent of the sample.

Other minerals noted to be occasionally present include: Garnet,

epidote, biotite, pyrite, glaucophane, picotite, and hornblende.

These same minerals were noted in the Reklaw (?) and Wilcox with the

addition of anatase which was noted in two of the Tfilcox samples.

The statistical results of the investigation are given in Plate X.

Typical mineral assemblages from several horizons are shown in the

photomicrographs of Plates XI and XII.

Only the characteristic features, as noted in this study,

are included in the descriptions of the heavy minerals given herein.

The treatment is arranged in alphabetical order to facilitate

reference to this part of the work.

Anatase

This mineral occurs in two of the Wilcox samples in

amounts of 0.1 per cent or less. The grains are diagnosed by their

highly angular outlines, transparent yellow color, very high relief,

uniaxial negative interference figures, and the usual presence of

metallic, acicular inclusions arranged in parallel zones.
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Biotite

A few grains of biotite are to be found in one Carrizo and

three Wilcox samples. Characteristically it occurs as deep brown ir-

regular flakes of low relief which appear essentially the same with or

without the crossed Nichols. The grains are pleochroic and give negative,

pseudo-uniaxial (small optic angle biaxial) interference figures.

Epidote

Epidote occurs in very minor amounts in three Wilcox and two

Carrizo samples. Typically it appears as rounded or sub-rounded, yellow-

ish-green, slightly pleochroic grains, giving brilliant red and green,

speckled interference colors, and imperfect, negative figures which

usually show colored birefringence rings.

Garnet

Angular, pink, isotropic grains of very marked relief and a

tendency toward dodecahedral habit occur in four of theWLlcox and two

of the Carrizo samples. In the latter formation it is present in amounts

of less than 1 per cent, but in one sample of the Wilcox 10 per cent of

the total consists of garnet. The common detrital variety almandine

is probably the one here represented.

Glaueophane

One irregular, deep blue, pleochroic grain with inclined extinc-

tion vras noted in sample 23 of the Carrizo. It was impossible to deter-

mine the type and sign of the inter ference' figure from this one grain

but it was tentatively identified as glautophane.

Hornblende

An irregular, slightly pleochroic, yellowish-green grain
without cleavage lines, but exhibiting a good one bar biaxial negative
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interference figure was noted for sample 23 of the Carrizo. The

mineral possesses the typical appearance of detrital hornblende and

was so called. Only this one grain was found.

Ilmenite

Ilmenite occurs in almost all the samples. For the Car-

rizo this mineral varies from 0 to 15 per cent with an average of

8 per cent. It is somewhat more abundant in both the Wilcox and

Reklaw (?). The subhedral outline, high relief, gray metallic color,

and vdiite amorphous leucoxene alteration borders are quite character-

istic. Figure 1 of Plate XIII indicates the appearance of this

mineral in transmitted light.

Kyanite

Kvanite occurs in all the Carrizo, Reklaw (?), and one of

the Wilcox samples in varying minor amounts. The average quantity

for the Carrizo was determined to be 3 per cent. The grains are

typically subhedral, elongate, and present a somewhat bladed ap-

pearance, The mineral has good prismatic cleavage, less well defined

basal partings, is colorless, has high relief, is non-pleochroic, has

oblique extinction ranging from 20 to 22°, gives first and second

order interference colors, and is biaxially negative as determined by

the character of elongation. Many of the grains are fractured and

exhibit characteristic reentrant angles as shown in Figure 3, Plate

XIII.
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Leucoxene

This mineral is present in all samples and constitutes

from 24 to 71 per cent of the heavy mineral crop. An average estimate

for the Carrizo gave the figure of 46 per cent. The mineral is dis-

tinguished by its irregular somewhat rounded outlines, high relief,

opaque amorphous character, and white or brownish white color in

reflected light. Its appearance in transmitted light is indicated

in Figures 1,3, and 4 of Plate XIII.

Magnetite

Magnetite occurs in small amotxnts in most of the Carrizo

and fJilcox samples. Its quantitative range for the Carrizo was

found to be Ito 9 per cent with an average of 2 per cent. The

mineral is similar to ilmenite with which it may be confused, bxrfc it

lacks the characteristic leucoxene alteration of the latter.

Muscovite

Muscovite occurs in almost all the samples in amounts

varying from oto 32 per cent of the total. An average figure of

5 per cent was found for the Carrizo. The grains typically occur as

irregular, colorless flakes of very low relief, appearing gray to

white under crossed-Mcols, and giving good negative acute bisectrix

interference figures. Wavy extinction is typical. Part of the mus-

covite, as has already been explained, was retained in the light

cropj hence the quantitative estimates are slightly in error. A
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large grain of this mineral is shown in Figure 2 of Plate XIII.

Picotite

An irregular, dirty, coffee-brown, isotropic flake of

high relief from sample 23 of the Garrizo was tentatively identified

as picotite. Only one grain for all of the samples was noted; hence

the determination may be questionable.

Pyrite

A few golden yellow, opaque, metallic, irregular grains

of high relief from sample 24 of the Carrizo were identified as

pyrite.

Rutile

Rutile is commonly present in amounts varying from 1 to

33 per cent with an average of 10 per cent for the Carrizo. The

mineral is characteristically resinous to vitreous, translucent, and

deep red in color. The grains are irregular and show very high re-

lief. Off-center, positive, uniaxial interference figures were ob-

tained on several of the grains along their thin edges with an oil

immersion lens.

Sillimanite

Sillimanite is similar to kyanite but does not have quite

as well developed cleavage, and it is distinctly different in having
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parallel extinction. Figure 3, Plate XIII, shows a grain of this

mineral. Pink pleochroic sillimanite may be distinguished from

andalusite which it resembles by its positive character of elonga-

tion. Sillimanite occurs only in the Garrizo and here in small but

persistent amounts.

Staurolite

Staurolite occurs in all three formations and in all but

one of the samples. For the Carrizo this mineral varies in amount

from 1 to 12 per cent with an average of 4 per cent. The mineral

is characterized by its lemon yellow color, high relief, sharp un-

even or hackly fracture, red and blue second order interference

colors, straight extinction, and its positive biaxial interference

figure. In two cases X-shaped tains were noted, and in several

grains acicular inclusions were found to be present. Figure 4,

Plate XIII, shows four characteristic grains.

Tourmaline

Common brown and green and rare pale blue, pleoohroic

grains of tourmaline are universally present. Irregular, prismatic,

and rounded grains with globular and acicular dark-colored inclusions

characterize many of the samples. Figures 1 and 2, Plate XIII, shay-

typical particles. Although this mineral is constant in its occur-

rence, quantitatively it represents only a small part of the heavy

crop. An average figure of 5 per cent was obtained for the Carrizo.
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The grains are easily identified by their pleochroism, second order

interference colors, straight extinction, and good negative, uni-

axial interference figures.

Zircon

This mineral occurs in almost all samples and quantita-

tively stands next to leucoxene. The Carrizo samples show a varia-

tion of from. oto 42 per cent with an average of 16 per cent. Color

less and pinkish, elongate prismatic and short rounded grains were

noted. Many of the grains show sharp pyramidal double terminations.

Acicular and globular inclusions are very common. The high relief,

and brilliant third order interference colors make identification

of this mineral easy. Figure 1, Plate XIII, shows a number of

typical grains.

Mineral Interpretations

A study of the quantitative data reveals nothing of diag-

nostic importance in either vertical or horizontal distribution of

mineral assemblages. The results were similarly negative with re-

gard to differentiation between underlying and overlying strata.

Sillimanite was found only in the Carrizo samples; other than this,

the mineral assemblages and their quantitative variations are es-

sentially the same for the three formations.

The mineral study reveals the Carrizo to be made up almost

entirely of resistant quartz grains with a very minor heavy crop of
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stable minerals. More than 99 per cent of this latter group is com-

posed of what we might term the accessory minerals of igneous and

metamorphic rocks, those which occur widespread but sparingly.

Staurolite, kyanite, sillimanite, garnet, epidote, and less diagnos-

tic tourmaline, rutile, and magnetite represent a typical metamor-

phic suite, whereas ilmenite, zircon, biotite, and hornblende sug-

gest igneous parent rocks.

It has been previously pointed out and is here again re-

peated that the characteristic chemical purity and stability added

to the fair.degree of mechanical sorting, despite the subangular

shape of the grains, forces one to conclude that these sediments

were primarily derived from source rocks at considerable distances

51
away. Trowbridge regards the Cordilleran region to the west as a

likely source area. The minor amounts of fresh microcline and

plagioclase feldspars, and the presence of equal sized, angular and

rounded grains of the same mineral, as in the case of tourmaline and

zircon, may be accounted for by assuming a multiple origin for the

sediments. Undoubtedly the feldspars are from nearby source rocks;

otherwise they would have been completely decomposed. Likewise,

rounded and angular grains of the same mineral could indicate nothing

other than several sources for these grains. Plummer states

51
Trowbridge, A. C., Tertiary and Quaternary geology of the lower

Rio Grande region, Texas: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 837, p. 64, 1932.

E. H#, Adkins, W. S., and Plummer, F. 8., The geology
of Texas, Univ,, Bull., no. 3232, vol. 1, part 3, p. 616, August 22,
1932.
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The continental base-level was brought down to the

position of the Paluxy and Trinity sands. The capping lime-

stones had been cut by erosion, and large quantities of un-

consolidated sand were transported seaward by the floods and

spread broadcast by the streams along the present coastal

plain.

If such were the case, then much of the Carrizo may have been derived

from basal Cretaceous sands. Whether all of the sediments came from

primary weathering of igneous and metamorphic rocks or were derived

second hand from preexisting sands, or whether both sources were

involved as quite probably they were, in any event, the assemblage

of metamorphic minerals in the heavy crop together with the strain

shadows noted in the quartz and micas points strongly toward meta-

morphic rocks as the original major source for the material. In a

study of samples collected from Atascosa County in southwest Texas,

Lonsdale and his assistants came to the same conclusion. These

workers found the Carrizo heavy crop to be composed of leucoxene,

ilmenite, magnetite, zircon, tourmaline, kyanite, staurolite, rutile,

and muscovite, a mineral suite similar to the one described herein.

For further statistical purposes a transparent-opaque

mineral count was made. The percentage abundance of the two types

was estimated, and an average of 35 per cent transparent to 65 per

cent opaque grains was found for the Carrizo samples. Here again

53
Lonsdale, J. T., Metz, M. S., and Halbouty, M.T., The petro-

graphic character of some Eocene sands from southwest Texas: Jour.

Sedimentary Petrology, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 73-81, November 1931.
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the results were negative as far as differentiation from overlying

and underlying formations is concerned.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation per se may be considered

negative since the limited observations revealed nothing of diagnos-

tic importance. It is hoped, however, that the data presented here

may be part of a storehouse of facts built up by many such studies,

and that the whole will some day tell us the complete story of Ter-

tiary sedimentology.

The salient facts revealed by this study may be presented

as follows:

1. The Carrizo formation in Texas is predominantly a fine

silty-sand showing a fair amount of mechanical sorting and a high

degree of chemical purity.

2. Mineralogically it is composed almost entirely of sub

angular quartz grains with less than 4 per cent of feldspar, mica,

and chert particles, and less than 0.2 per cent of heavy minerals.

3. Ninety-nine per cent of the heavy mineral suite is made

up of leucoxene, zircon, rutile, ilmenite, tourmaline, muscovite,

staurolite, kyanite, magnetite, and sillimanite, with 80 per cent of

the total represented by the first four minerals named. Seven other

species are present in amounts of less than o*s per cent.

4. The mineral assemblage and optical characteristics of

the grains indicate metamorphic parent rocks, although several

58
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sources must be invoked to account for all of the variations present.

5. The fine texture and relatively pure and stable mineral-

ogical makeup of the Carrizo suggests deposition in the littoral en-

vironment along a regular coast line which bordered lands in the

mature or old age cycle of erosion.
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PLATE XI

Fig. 1. Heavy minerals from the Wilcox, section H, sample 35.

Composed chiefly of leucoxene and zircon with minor amounts of ilmenite,

magnetite, rutile, tourmaline, staurolite, garnet, epidote, and biotite.

Magnified 28 diameters.

Fig. 2. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section B, sample 12

Composed chiefly of leucoxene, muscovite, rutile, and ilmenite with

minor amounts of tourmaline, staurolite, Isyanite, and sillimanite.

Magnified 28 diameters.

Fig. 3. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section B, sample 18.

The sample consists chiefly of leucoxene, rutile, and staurolite, with

minor amounts of tourmaline, ilmenite, kyanite, muscovite, and zircon.

Magnified 28 diameters.

Fig. 4. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section C, sample 23#

Leucoxene makes up two-thirds of the sample. Other minerals present

listed in the order of their abundance are: zircon, rutile, tourmaline,

muscovite, ilmenite, kyanite, staurolite, silliraanite, glaucophane,

garnet, picotite, and hornblende. Magnified 28 diameters.
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PLATE XII

Pig. 1. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section D, sample 26.

The sample is composed largely of leucoxene and zircon with minor

amounts of muscovite, rutile, kyanite, tourmaline, sillimanite, epidote

and hiotite. Magnified 28 diameters.

Pig. 2* Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section P, sample 29.

.Approximately one-half the sample is composed of zircon. Other minerals

present in their order of abundance are: leucoxene, ilmenite, rutile,

staurolite, kyanite, and magnetite. Magnified 28 diameters.

Pig. 3. Heavy minerals from the Carrizc, section P, sample 31.

Composed chiefly of leucoxene, zircon, rutile, and staurolite, with

minor amounts of ilmenite, tourmaline, kyanite, magnetite, and silliman-

ite. Magnified 28 diameters.

Pig. 4. Heavy minerals from the Beklaw, section G, sample 32.

The sample is composed largely of zircon, rutile, and leucoxene, with

minor amounts of staurolite, ilmenite, tourmaline, kyanite, muscovite,

and magnetite. Magnified 28 diameters.
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PLATE XIII

Fig. 1. Heavy minerals from the Wilcox, section H, sample 35.

Typical leucoxene, rutile, ilmenite, magnetite, rounded tourmaline,

and rounded, subhedral, and euhedral zircon grains. Magnified 50

diameters.

Fig. 2. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section B, sample 18.

Rutile, muscovite, and angular tourmaline grains are shown. Magnified

50 diameters.

Fig. 3. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section F, sample 31.

Note the kyanite and sillimanite grains. This is their typical appear-

ance in all samples examined. Magnified 50 diameters.

Rig. 4. Heavy minerals from the Carrizo, section F, sample 31.

Typical staurolite grains are shown. Magnified 50 diameters.

Key to the Abbreviations

Ilm*—-—— Ilmenite

Kya*-——————Kyanite

Leu*—————Leuccxene

Mg,— ——Magnetite

Rut •-—— Rutile

Stau. Staurolite

Sill*-——-Sillimanite

Tour*———Tourmaline

Zr* —~—————Zircon
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CJTAHTIPATIVE DATA

Section A
. Sample Ho. 1

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.075 g„

Weight after water separation... 24.312 g.

.Amount of material removed
.

5.763 g,
Silt content

. » 19.16$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.190g e $ Retained

Retained on 1,981 mm, screen.,.. o.ooog. 0.00
» » „991 ram. "

.... O.OOOg. 0.00
15 » .495 ram. «

.... 0.843g. 2.81
» » .246 mm, »

.... 1.705g, 5.68

.124 mm, »
.... 3.197g, 10.65

» ,067 mm, «
.... 12.957g, 43.17

Passed thru ,067 mm,, H 11.313g, 37.68

Total weight of screenings ....»
30.015g ,

99.59 $
Loss of weight in screening*., 0.175g. 0.58 $

Mineral Analysis

"Minerals
~ ~

Grains f~
Leucoxene 55 50
Rutile 4
Tourmaline 4 4

_

Ilmenite 18
~

17
Staurolite 4 4

Zircon 12 H
Kyanitc 2 2
Muscovite 3 3

Magnetite 6 5

Sillimanlte 0 0

Total count; 108_J~7TZ
Fields counted; All grains on slide

Number~~T

Transparent grains: 25 24

Opaque grains; 83 76

Remarks: Both blue and brown mauve tourmaline grains were

noted# The quaiiity of heavy minerals compared to the bulk of the

sample used was very small.
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QPANTITATHii DATA

Section A Sample No. 2 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.252g»

Weight after water separation*,.. 28.185g.

Amount of material removed 2.067g.
Silt c0ntent.........«««...«.*.ee»6.835^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.437g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o.ooog. 0.00
« « .991 ram.

"
....

0.000g. 0.00
” » .495 ram.

»
.... 0.522g. 1.72

11 n .246 mm. 11
.... 1.410g. 4.66

H !f .124 mm.
11

.... 4.088g. 13.51

11 ** .067 ram. H
.*.. 16.582g. 54.82

Passed thru .067 mm.
11 7.642g* 25.26

Total weight of screenings .... 30.244g. 99.97 p
Loss of weight in screening... 0.193g, 0.63 $

Mineral Analysis

| Minerals Grains $
~Leucoxene 106 46"
Rutile 10 4 '
Tourmaline 17 7
Ilmenite 16 7
Staurolite 4 2

Zircon 47 20
Kyanito 2 1

Muscovite 19 8

Magnetite 9 4

Sillimanite 2 1

-«

Total counts 233
Fields counteds All grains on slide

Number C

Transparent grains; 92 39

Opaque grains i
~~

143. j 61

Remarks: Both subhedral and rounded, "blue and brown-mauve tourmaline

grains were noted.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section A Sample No. 3

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g*

Weight after water separation*.. g.

Amount of material removed*..... go

Silt content . $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.627g. $ Retained

Retained on 1,981 ram* screen.... o*Qoog. 0.00

» «« .991 ram. n
.... O.OOOg. 0.00

» » *495 ram.
»

.... 0.012g. 0.04
» « 0246 ram.

«
*... 0.222g. 0*73

** » *124 ram, "
.... 13.367g, 43.84

« •«
e 067 ram.

»
.... 15.153g. 49.68

Passed thru .067 mm, w
oe .» 1.742g. 5.71

Total weight of screenings .... 30.496g, 100.00 $
Loss of weight in screening.. • 0.131g. 0.42 $

Mineral Analysis

"Minerals Grains f~
Leucoxene

"

Rutile

Tourmaline

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

j&anito
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total counts

Fields counted:

Number ~T~ JT
Transparent grains;
Opaque grains S

Remarks:
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section Sample No., 4

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g.

Weight after water separation... g.

Amount of material removed g.

Silt c0ntent..................^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 32.833g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... O.OOOg. o*oo

H n .991 mm. n
.... O.OOOg, 0.00

" » .495 ram® «
.... 0.078g„ 0.24

» t» ~246 mm. M
.... 1.081g #

3.30

» « .124mm. »
....

17.210g ,
52.59

» » .067 ram.
»

.... 13.592g. 41.52

Passed thru .067 ram. ”
»«»•

2.35

Total weight of screenings .... 32.729g, 100.00

Loss of weight in screening... 0.104g 0

0.32

Mineral Analysis

l~ Minerals "Grains
~r

~

"Leucoxene 48
~~

51 ,
Rutile 7 8

Tourmaline 7 8
Ilmenite 10 11
Staurolite 1 1

_Z ircon 9
__

10

Kyanite 5 5
Muscovite 3 3

Magnetite 2 2__
Sillimanite 1

Total count: 93

JElel.4s..countedBJJLl-gr.ains on slide

~[ Number
"

$
Transparent grains: 26 28

Opaque grains: 67 72

Remarks: QuarißLtyof heavy minerals very small. Blue and "brown-

mauve
,

subhedral and rounded tourmaline grains are present. Some of

the muscovite flakes appear to "be "bleached "biotite.
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QWANTITATIVS DATA

Section A
. Sample No. 5 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 31.319g«
Weight after water separation... 27.592g.
Amount of material removed...... 3.727g.

Silt content 11.9$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.066g. $ Retained

Retained on I*9Bl mm. screen.„.<, O.OOOg. o*oo
tt H .991 mm. n

.... O.OOOg* 0.00
" » *495 ram* «

.... 0.027g. 0.09
M tt .246 mm. «

.... 0.202g. 0.68
« « .124 ram.

«
.... 22.274g. 74.60

" » .067 ram.
«

.... 6.232g. 20.87

Passed thru .067 mm* n
.... 1.117g. 3.74

Total weight of screenings .... 29.852g. 99.98 $
Loss of weight in screening..* 0.214g. 0.71 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals "Grains
*

f~
"Leiicoxene
Rutile

Tourmaline

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitc
Muscovite

_____

Magnetite
__

Silliraanite

Total counts

Fields counteds

I"lumber j
~

_

_________

Remarks;
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QUANTITATIVE LATA

Section A
. Sample No. 6 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g*

Weight after water separation*.. g.

Amount of material removed*..... g.
Silt content $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 34.715 g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mu, screen.... o*ooo g. o*oo
» » .991 mm.

n
....

o*ooo g. 0.00

« '» *495 ram® «
....

o*o4l g. 0.12
H w *246 mm* u

....
0.193 g© 0.56

» « ©124 ram, «
....

23.630 g. 68.43
« » .067 nan. «

....
9.210 g. 26.67

Passed thru .067 ram. n
..o.

1.460 g. 4.23

Total weight of screenings ....
34.534 g. 100*01 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.181 g 4 0.52$

Mineral Analysis

Minerals Grains j
Leucoxene 38 69 ,

Rutile g
Tourmaline 3 5

Ilmenite 4 7
Staurolite 1 2
Zircon 2 4

Kyanitc 1 3
Muscovite 3 5

Magnetite 1 2

Sillimanite 1 2

Total counts 55

fields All grains on slide

Humber ~jT
~

Transparent grains; 11 20

Opaque 1 44 80

Remarks i Both "blue end brown-mauve tourmaline grains were noted*
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QPANTITATIVE DATA

Section_J. . Sample No. 7
.

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g.

Weight after water separation... g.

Amount of material removed g»
Silt content $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.812g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o.ooog. o*oo
» « .991 mm.

«
....

0.000 g. 0.00
« » .495 ram. «

.... 0.025g. 0.08
» «» .246 mm.

«
.... 0.358 g. 1.18

11 11 .124 ram. n
....

21.262 g, 70.35
» » ,067 ram. » 7.128 g. 23.58

Passed thru .067 mm.
B

••••
1.447 g. 4.79

Total weight of screenings ....
30.220 g. 99.98 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.592 g. 1.92 $

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals
~

Grains $
Leucoxene .

Rutile

Tourmaline

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitc
Muscovite
Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total counts

Fields counted;

I Number f>
Transparent grains;
Opaque grains £ 1

Remarks;
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QJJANTITATXVE DATA

Section A . Sample No. 8 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g.

Weight after water separation... g.

Amount of material removed.*.... g.

Silt content. . $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 28.703g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 ram. screen..., o*ooog. o*oo
» '• .991 ram. "

.... O.OOOg. 0.00
» » .495 ram.

»
.... 0.028g. o*lo

" « .246 mm. »
.... 0.135g0 0.42

» » .124 ram.
»

.... 10.463g, 36.59
H » ,067 ram.

«
.... 15.702g. 54.91

Passed thru „067 mm.
n ,2.262g. 7.91

Total weight of screenings .... 28.590g. 99.93

Loss of weight in screening... 0.113g, 0.39 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals Grains j
Leucoxene 74 58
Rutile 7 5
Tourmaline 12 10_
Ilmenite ;q 9
Staurolite 1 1
Zircon 15 12

Kyan.it e __3 2

Muscovite 1

Magnetite 2 Z
Sillimanite 0 Q

Total counts 126

Fields counted; All grains on slide

1 Humber jT
Transparent grains: 32 26
Opaque grains t I 94 74

Remarks; Quality of heavy minerals very small* Both subhedral
and rounded, blue and brown-mauve grains of tourmaline were noted*
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section A Sample No. 9
.

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... g.

Weight after water separation... g.

Amount of material removed g.
Silt content $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 27.362g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... O.OOOg. o*oo

» » .991 mm. "
.... O.OOOg. 0.00

” 11 .495 mm. M
.... 0.120g. 0.44

M w .246 mm.
tt 0.240g, 0.89

» h .124 ram. 11
.... 4.120g. 15.21

» « .067 ram.
» ...1 15.473g. 57.13

Passed thru .067 ram. Sl 7.127g, 36.31

Total weight of screenings .... 27.080g, 99.98 <p
Loss of weight in screening... 0.282g. 1.03 $

Mineral Analysis

"

Minerals ~~~j~ Grains %
"Leucoxene

,

Rutile -
Tourmaline

Ilmenite
Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanite
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total count i

Fields counted;

Number f
Transparent grains:
Opaque grains; i

Remarks %
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section a Sample No. 10 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.490 g 8
Weight after water separation... 25.865g.

Amount of material removed...... 4.625 g*

Silt content 15.17 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30*460g* $ Retained

Retained on I*9Bl mm. screen.... o*ooog. o*oo
H 11 .991 mm.

n o*ooo g. o*oo
* » *495 mm. «

.... 0.137 g. 0.46
» « .246 mm. »

«... 9.004g* 30.44
« » *124 ram.

«
.... 15.465 g. 52.27

« « .067 ram.
»

.... 3.059 g. 10.34

Passed thru .067 mm.
H

.... 1.918 g. 6.49

Total weight of screenings .... 29.583g. 100.00 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0*877g„ 2*BB $

Mineral Analysis

""Minerals [~ Grains j
"Teucoxene 75 71
Rutile j--

~~

1
Tourmaline 4 4
Ilmenite 15 14
Staurolite 4 4

Zircon 2 2

Kyanite 1 2
Muscovite 1 1

Magnetite 1 l
_

Sillimanite 1 1

Total count; 10s

Fields countedsAll grains on slide

Number $
Transparent grains: 13 lg

Opaque grains; 1 92 I 87

Remarks: Tourmaline grains are greenish-brown and deep mauve-

brown in color and entirely subhedral in outline*
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QPAHTITATIVS LATA

Section B Sample Ho. 11 ,

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.525g„
Weight after water separation*.. 25.445g.
Amount of material removed 5.080g.

Silt content....os,,.16.64

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 25.445g. $ Retained

Retained on 1,981 mm. screen..., O.OOOg. o*oo
« » .991 mm. "

.... O.OOOg. 0.00
" » .495 mm. «

.... 0.033g. 0.13
» « ,246mm. »

.... 7.730g, 30.69
" ,} .124 ram.

"
.... 12.713g. 50.47

" » .067 ram.
«

.... 3.777g, 14.96
Passed thru .067 mm.

n
.... 0.938g. 3.72

Total weight of screenings .... 25.191g. 99.97 $
Loss of weight in screening,.. 0.254g, 1.00 $

Mineral Analysis

"Minerals”' ~[~ Grains 1 %
Leucoxene

Rutile
~

•

Tourmaline

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitb
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total count!

Fields counted;

Humber |
Transparent grains;
Opaque grains; {

Remarks S
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QUANTITATIVE MTA

Section $ Saddle No. 12

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.745 g*

Weight after water separation... 23.750 g.

Amount of material removed 6.995 g.
Silt content 0 ....,22.75 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 23.750 g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.000 g. 0.00
« » .991mm. 9 0.000 g. 0.00
" » #495 ram. «

....
0.000 g. 0.00

w 9 .246 ram. 0#350 g v
I*4B

11 11 .124 ram.
tt

....
14.130g. 59.92

“ 9 .067 ram. »
....

7.600 g. 32.23

Passed thru ,067 mm, fl
...»

1.500 g. 6.36

Total weight of screenings ... •
23.580 g. 99.99

Loss of weight in screening... 0.17 g. 0.72 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals Grains

"Leucoxehe
~

32 41~
Rutile 11 14
Tourmaline 4 5
Ilmenite 9 ji
Staurolite

_

5
Zircon 0 Q
Kyanitc 2 3
Muscovite 15 19

Magnetite 0 0_
Sillimantte

__

1
_

j

, Total counts 79
Fields countech 6

Number $
Transparent grains 2 27 34

Opaque grains 3 1 52 66

Remarks l Both brown and blue pleochroic grains of tourmaline

were noted#
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample No. 13 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.825g*
Weight after water separation... 25.118 g.

Amount of material removed 5.707g.
Silt content 18.5$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 25.118g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o.ooog. o*oo
« » .991 mm.

"
.... 0,000 g. 0,00

« » *495 ram. «
....

0.015g. 0,06
11 u .246 ram. K

0 ».. 3.943g* 15.97
11 11 .124 mm. 11

....
15.647g. 63.38

» « .067 ram. «
....

4.050 g. 16.40

Passed thru .067 mm. w
...„

1.035g, 4.19

Total weight of screenings .... 24.690g. 100.00 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.428g. 1.70 $

Mineral Analysis

j Minerals ~~| Grains

Leucoxene j
"

Rutile

Tourmaline

Xlmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanite
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total count:

Fields counted:

Number j $
Transparent grainss
Opaque grains! >

Remarks:
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QUANTITATIVE BATA

Section B
. Sample No. 14. »

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.752 g.

Weight after water separation... 24*700 g.

Amount of material removed 6.052 g.
Silt content 19.68 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sangple... 24.70 g 9 $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 ram. screen.... o*oo g. o#oo
» ” .991 ram. "

.... o*oo g. O.CO
R 11 »495 ram. H

#.«.•
o#oo g. o*oo

*» ,f .246 ram#
w

....
3*oo g* 12*30

« « .124 ram#
»

....
15.00 g. 61.48

« » .067 ram. »
....

5.00 g. 20.49

Passed thru .067 ram. ,f
....

1.40 g. 5.74

Total weight of screenings ....
24.40 g. 100.01 $

Loss of weight in screening..® 0.50 g a
1*22 $

Mineral Analysis

~

Mineral s~
~~

| Grains

~Leucoxene 51
~~~

44

Rutile _6 8

Tourmaline 3 4

Ilmenite __g 8

Staurolite 7 10

Zircon 2 J 5
Kyanite 4 6

Muscovite 10 14

Magnetite 0 0

Sillimanite 1 1

Garnet 1 1

Total count; 71

Fields 5

Number
~

$
Transparent grains; S 9 46
Opaque grains;. 42 60

Remarks I Brown pleochroic, rounded and subhedral tourmaline

grains were noted#
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample No. 15 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 31.542 g.

Weight after water separation... 34.000 g.

Amount of material removed. 7.542 g.
Silt content 23.37 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 34*00 g* $ Retained

Retained on I*9Bl mm. screen.... o*oo g. o*oo
» » .991mm. «

.... 0.00 g. 0.00
» »» *495 ram.

«
«...

0.00 g. 0.00
» » .246 mm. *

.... 0.40 g 0 0.17
*124 ram. *

....
8.61 g. 34.97

» » .067 ram. «
....

13.00 g* 53.41

Passed thru .067 mm o ...
2.43 g, 9.98

Total weight of screenings ....
24.34 98.53 $

Loss of weight in screening... +0.34 g. +1.42$

Mineral Analysis

"Minerals Grains T~
~~Leucoxene

~ ~~

Rutile
~ ~~

Tourmaline

Ilmenite f
Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitc
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total counts
___

Fields counted;

Number
~~

$
Transparent grains s

_

Opaque grains t

Remarksl
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample No. 16 »

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.050 g.

Weight after water separation... 22*300 g.

Amount of material removed 7*750 g.
Silt content.. 25.79 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 22*300 g. $ Retained

Retained on 1
0
981 mm. screen....

o*ooo
g.

o*oo

« « .991mm. n
....

0.000 g. 0.00

» » *495 mm. ....
0.000 g. 0.00

11 11 ®246 mm*
M

«...
o*l2o g, 0*54

it is .124 mm.
11

....

11*700 g. 52.42

« « .067 ram.
«

....

9*ooo g* 40.32

Passed thru .067 ram. n g.

Total weight of screenings •. •«

22*320 g .

100.00

Loss of weight in screening... +o*o2
g . +o*o9^

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals Grains f
"Leucoxene

~

48
~

44 ,

Rutile
_

~3 g

Tourmaline 4 4
Ilmenite 10 9
Staurolite 4 4

Zircon 0 0

Kyanitc 4 4

Muscovite g 6 32
Magnetite 0 0

Sillimanite 0 0

Total counts 109

Pields counted: 6

Humber | %
~

Transparent grains: 48 44

Opaque grains % 61 56

Remarks: Both "brown and blue pleochroic tourmaline grains are

present*
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample No. 17
.

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.640 g.

Weight after water separation... 21.900 g.

Amount of material removed 8.740 g.
Silt content. 28.53^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 21.90 g.

Retained on 1,981 ran. screen.... o*oo g. 0.00

» « .991 mm.
»

.... o*oo g. 0.00

" » 0495 mm. «
....

0.00 g. 0.00
11 ,f .246 ran. n

«...
o*6o g* 2*76

11 11 ,124 ram.
H

....
13.60 g ?

62*53
'» t! .067 ram.

» 6.15 g. 28.28

Passed thru ,067 mm.
w

«...
1.40 g. 6.44

Total weight of screenings ....
21.75 g. 100.01 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.15 g 9 1.14$

Mineral Analysis

|~ Minerals [~~ Grains

~Leucoxine
~~ '

,

Rutile
"

Tourmaline

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitc
Muscovite

Magnetite _
Sillimanlte

Total counts

Fields counted;

i Number

'

Remarks;
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QPA3TTITATIVE DATA

Section B
. Sample No. 18 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.475g.
Weight after water separation... 24»500g.
Amount of material removed...... 5.975g.

Silt c0ntent...»»...««.«..«.».«..»*0 ............ 19.6

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 24.50g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen...* O.OOg. o*oo
» » .991 mm.

*»
.... O.OOg. 0.00

" « *495 ram.
«

....
0.07g. 0.28

» » .246 mm. «
.... 1.20g. 4.86

n «124 ram. !S
.... 19.10g, 77.56

11 M .067 mm, ,{
.... 3.32g® 13.48

Passed thru .067 mm, ,f
. •<>• 0.94g o 3.82

Total weight of screenings .... 24.63g, 100.00 $
Loss of weight in screening... +0.13g. +0.53 $

Mineral Analysis

| Minerals Grains 1 $
~~Leucoxene

~

81 47 T
Rutile 27 16
Tourmaline 10 6
Ilmenite 14 8

Staurolite 18 10

Zircon 3 2
Kyanitc 13 8

Muscovite 5 3

Magnetite $ Q_
Sillimanite 0 0

Total count: 171

Pields counted: 7

Number $
Transparent grains: 49 29

Opaque grains: 122 71

Remarks: Subhedral and rounded, brown to mauve colored and
blue pleoekroic tourmaline grains are present*
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B_ . Sample No. 19
.

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.555g.
Weight after water separation.,.. 23.310 g.

Amount of material removed...... 7.245g.
Silt content 23.7 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample..* 23.31g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o*oog. 0.00
» « .991 mm.

"
.... O.OOg. 0.00

" *» .495 ram. »
.... O.OOg. 0.00

» » c246 mm. «
.... 0.33g, 1.40

11 11 .124 mm.
n

.... 17.20g. 72.95
» » .067 ram. « ..1. 4.90g. 20.78

Passed thru »067 mm.
11

.... l»10g. 4.67

Total weight of screenings .... 23.53g. 99.80 $
Loss of weight in screening..*- +Q»22g„ +0.94 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals
~

Grains f~
Leucoxene

Rutile

Tourmaline
_____

Ilmenite

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanite
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total count;

Pields counted;

__

f Number $
_

Transparent grains t

Opaque grains; 1

Remarks:
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample Ho. 20

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.206 g.

Weight after water separation... 16.820 g.

Amount of material removed., 13.386 g»

Silt c0ntente...e.*049«.9e.0.. 44.29^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 16*82 g» $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o*oo g. o*oo
« » .991 mm. "

.... 0.00 g. 0.00
" 18 *495 ram.

»
..... 0.10 g. 0.59

» 18 .246 ratia
58

~.. 0.80 g. 4.73
" » .124 ram. »

.... 4.31 g, 25.49
» » .067 ram. »

....
6.75 g. 39.22

Passed thru .067 mm. M 4.95 g. 29.27

Total weight of screenings ...*
16.91 g. 99.30 $

Loss of weight in screening*.. +0.09 g. +0.54 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals ~| Grains

"Teucoxene I 56 1 srn
Rutile

_

13 11 ;
Tourmaline 9 _8
Ilmenite 9 8

Staurolite 7 6
Zircon 9 8

Kyanite 2 2
Muscovite 8 7

Magnetite 0 0_
Sillimanite 0 0

Total counti 113

Fields 6

Humber $
Transparent grainss 35 31

Opaque grains: » 78 "69

Remarks £ Brown and blue varieties of tourmaline are present*
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section B Sample No. 21

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.217g 0

Weight after water separation... 8.900g,

Amount of material removed 21.31 g.
Silt content.... 70.55$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... B # 9o g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.00 g. 0.00
11 " .991 mm.

n 0.00 g. 0.00
« » .495 mm. «

....
0.04 g . 0.45

« « .246 ram, !S 0.61 g* 6.99
18 ,f .124 mm. 18

....
I*6o g, 18.33

» » .067 mm. » 2.13 g. 24.40

Passed thru .067 mm.
n 4.35 g, 49.83

Total weight of screenings ....
8.73 g. 100.00 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.17 g. 1.91 $

Mineral Analysis

“

Minerals" "] Grains
~

j
Leucoxene

Rutile ;
Tourmaline

Ilmenite *

Staurolite

Zircon

Kyanitc
Muscovite

Magnetite
Sillimanite

Total counts

Fields counted:

Number $
Transparent grains:
Opaque grains; T

Remarks:
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QUANTITATIVE BATA

Section B
. Sample No. 22 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.382 g.

Weight after water separation*,, 26*653 g.

Amount of material removed...... 3.729 g*
Silt content 8.98 %

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 26.653 g. $ Retained

Retained on 1,981 mm. screen.. .*
0,000 g. 0,00

K » .991mm. "
....

0.000 g. 0.00

» » ,495mm* »
....

0.146 g. 0,55

« « .246 mm. »
f ...

16.675 g. 62.80
» « ,124mm. »

....
8.310 g. 31.43

« « ,067 mm. »
....

1.005
g. 3.80

Passed thru .067 mm.
n 0*305

g,
I*ls

Total weight of screenings ....
26*441 g. 99,73

Loss of weight in screening,.. 0.212 g. o,Bo^

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals Grains f~
"Leucoxene ’ 15 41

.

Rutile ~~i 2
Tourmaline 2 __s
Xlmenite 8 22
Staurolite 5

Zircon Q 0

Kyanite 4 JJ.
Muscovite § 14

Magnetite 0 Q

Sillimanite 0 0

Total counts 37

Fields counteds 6 •

Number %
Transparent grains s 13 35

Opaque " 1 24 65
~

Remarkss The quaritty of heavy minerals obtained from this sample
was very small in comparison with other samples from the same section*

It was necessary to clean this sample by boiling in 50% HCI solution

before the analysis could be made.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section C Sample No. 23

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.547 g.

Weight after water separation... 27.574 g.

Amount of material removed.«.... 2.973 g.
Silt c0ntent...............a....... 9.73^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample.,. 27.574 g a $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.000 g .
0.00

« « .991 mm. "
....

0.000 g. 0.00
" «» .495 ram. «

....
0.064 g. 0.20

M M .246 mm, M
„...

0.234 g 9 0.85
H n 0i24 ram.

11
....

15.912 g» 57.86

M 51 .067 ram, **
....

10.507 g #
38.21

Passed thru *067 mm. n
....

0.785 g, 2.85

Total weight of screenings ....
27.502 g, 99.97 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.072 g. 0.26

Mineral Analysis

Minerals”
~~

~j~ Grains

Leucoxene 172 <ss"^
Rutile 6
Tourmaline 16 6
Ilmenite 7 3

Staurolite 2
__

Zircon 22 8

Kyanite § g

Muscovite 5

Magnetite Q Q
Sillimanite 2 1.5

Garnet 1 0.3

Glauconhane? 2 1
Hornblende 1_ 0.3

.-Pi-cotite 1~ \ 0.3
Total counts 263

Fields counted; 8

Number 1 f~~~
Transparent grains; 68 26
Opaque grains; 195 ) 74

“

Remarks; Colorless, rounded, subhedral, and euhedral zircon

grains with aciculai? and globular inclusions are present. Brown,
green, and pale blue, subhedral, and rounded tourmaline grains are

also to be found. A few of the latter grains also contained

acieular and globular inclusions.
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QUANTITATIVE BATA

Section D - Sample No. oa *

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30*837g.
Weight after water separation... 25*097g.
Amount of material removed.....* 5.740g a

Sill c0ntent........«.18*61 fl>

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sanqjle... 25.097g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... O.OOOg. 0.00
» « .991 mm.

" 4.022g. 16.07
« » ?495 mm. **

.... 6.577g. 26.28
» » .246 mm. «

.... 2.097g. 8.19
M ,f *124 mm. w

... f 4*617g. 18.45
» » «067 mm. » ..!. 5.917g. 23.66

Passed thru .067 mm. fl
.... 1.797g<, 7.18

Total weight of screenings ...» 25.027g, 99.83 fl
Loss of weight in screening... 0.070g. 0.27 fl

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals~ ~| Grains 1 ~fl
~Leucoxene

~

I4g~
"

45]
Rutile ~13 4
Tourmaline 4 1.5
Ilmenite 30 9

Staurolite 5 1.6
Zircon 84 26

Kyanite 2 0.7
Muscovite 5 1.6

Magnetite 28 9
Sillimanite 3 0.9

Pyrite 2 0.7

, Total counts 519
Fields counted; 5

Number %
Transparent grains i 103 32

Opaque grains: 216 68

Remarks t The quariity of heavy minerals in this sample was larger
than the average for all sections examined. Both rounded and euhedr&l

crystals of zircon and tourmaline are present. The tourmalines are

predominantly Brown to mauve with one blue fragment being present. An

x-shaped twin of staurolite is present.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section D Sample No. 25

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.825 g.

Weight after water separation... 22.582 g.

Amount of material removed...... 8.243 g.
Silt content 26.74 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 22*582g« $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.000 g. o*oo
« « .991 mm.

»
....

0.000 g. 0.00
" 11 .495 mm. «

.... 0.040g. 0.18
n ,f <*246 mm. u

«... 0.342 g. 1.53
« « .124 ram. »

.... 16.077 g?
71.82

11 ** .067 ram. tt
....

4.417 g* 19.73

Passed thru .067 mm. ff
«...

1.507 g, 6.73

Total weight of screenings ....
22.383 g„ 99.99 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.199 g, 0.88

Mineral Analysis

Grains

"Leucoxene 78 57
Rutile i
Tourmaline 8 6
Ilmenite 18 12
Staurolite 2 l

Zircon 20 14

Kyanito 6 4
Muscovite 0 Q

Magnetite 6 4
Sillimanite 2 1

Epidote
__

1 0.5

Total counts 143 '
Fields counted: 5

T Number

Transparent grains: 47 31

Opaque grains; 1 96 69

Remarksi The zireons are predominantly subhedral to euhedral.

Two rounded pink grains were noted* The tourmalines are about equal
ly divided between rounded and subhedral grains. One blue crystal
was noted; all others were brown to mauve* The quantity of heavies

was above average.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section D
. Sample No. 26 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.837 g.

Weight after water separation... 26.082 g.

Amount of material removed...... 4.755 g.

Silt content...a*.15.42

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 26.082 g a $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.000 g. 0.00
» « .991 ram. "

....
0.000 g. 0.00

" » ,495 mrru «
....

0.037 g. 0.14
11 .246 mm.

11
«...

0.367 g, 1.41
11 H .124 ram.

11
....

19.180 g, 73.80
11 M .067 ram. *

....
5.590 g 0 21.50

Passed thru .067 mm, ?5
c »4> o

0.817 3.14

Total weight of screenings ....
25.991 g. 99.99

loss of weight in screening... 0.091 g. 0.24$

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals j~ Grains T~
Leucoxene

"

131 45 .
Rutile

~~

18~
~

6
Tourmaline

_

n 4
Ilmenite 51 Note remarks.

-Sjaurolite 4 0.15

Zircon 70 PA

Xy&nitc 15 5
Muscovite 37 T 9

Magnetite 16 Note remarks.
Sillimanite 9 3+

Epidote 2 0.1

Biotite 2 o*l

Total counts 289
~

Fields counted? 8

Number | jT
Transparent grains; 140 49

Opaque grains! 149 51

Remarks: A magnetic separation was made to remove the flood of

magnetite and ilmenite grains* Examination of this crop revealed

ilmenite to he the chief constituent. Magnetite and ilmenite are

discarded in the above calculation because of the separation. Pink
and colorless, euhedral, subhedral, and rounded zircons, many with

globular, acieular, and irregular inclusions, were noted. An x-shaped
twin of staurolite is present. Bounded and subhedral, predominantly
brown to mauve colored tourmaline grains were noted.
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qSJAHTITATITI DATA

Section E Sample Ho. 27

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 33.42g.
Weight after water separation... 31.89g.

Amount of material removed 1.53g.
Silt content........4.58

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 31.89g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen,... O.OOg, 0.00
« u ,991 ram.

«*
.... 0.02g. 0.06

" » .495 mm. «
.... o.log, 0.32

11 ,f *246 mm. K
«... 12.38g, 38.48

" !S .124 ram. «
.... 17.02g, 54.13

'» .067 ram. «
.... 1.60g. 5.09

Passed thru .067 ram* s?
.... 0.32g o

1.01

Total weight of screenings .... 31.44g. 99.09 $
Loss of weight in screening,.. 0«45g. 1.41 $

Mineral .Analysis

Minerals “] Grains

Leucoxene 68 24,
Rutile 93~ 33

Tourmaline 11 4

Ilmenite 9 3
Staurolite 5 2-
Zircon 76 26

Kyanite 12 4
Muscovite I__ -0,5

Magnetite
__

7 2+

Sillimanite 2 1

Total count; 284
~~

Fields counted; 8

Humber J&
~~

Transparent grains i 107 37
~

Opaque grains; 1 177 63

Remarks? Colorless, pink, subhedral, and rounded grains of

zircon were noted. The tourmaline grains are mostly rounded and

"brown-mauve in color, although one blue angular fragment was noted.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section F Sample No 28
.

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 31.00g.
Weight after water separation... 22.74g.
Amount of material removed...... 8.26g.

Silt contentc.......e«v«e6»e<ici>.ee. 26.65$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample..* 22.74g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... O.OOg. 0.00
» « .991 mm. "

.... o.log. 0.44
" »* #495 mm.

«
.... 0.30g e

1.34
11 ,f .246 mm*

11
.... 5.58g* 24.82

« « .124 ram# «
.... 12.65g. 56.27

» « .067 ram. »
.... 2.54g. 11.30

Passed thru .067 mm o
n

....
1.31g. 5.83

Total weight of screenings .... 22.48g. 100.00 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.26g

a
1.14 $

Mineral Analysis

~Minirali Grains f~
Leucoxene

~

136 43
Rutile 19 6
Tourmaline 13 4

Ilmenite 15 5

Staurolite 21 6+

Zircon 99 31

Kyanitc 5 2+
Muscovite 0 0

Magnetite 5 2+
Sillimanite 2 1

Total count? 315
Fields counteds 9

I Humber $
140 44

175
~~

56

Remarks: The quantity of heavy minerals from this sample was found
to he above the average of samples from all sections# Subhedral and

rounded, colorless and pink zircon grains were noted* The tourmaline

fragments were both angular and rounded, and varied in color from brown*

mauve tobrown and even yellowish.
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QUAHTITATIVE RATA

Section F . Sample Ho. 29 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 31.00g.

Weight after water separation... 26.39g.
Amount of material removed.....* 4.61g.

Silt c0ntent.0........................0.**...... 14.87$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 26.39g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 m. screen.... o*oog. 0.00
« » .991 mm. «

.... 0.02g. 0.08
» » .495 ram. !!

.... 1.69g. 6.48
11 ,f .246 mm.

*
.... 8.18g» 31.38

11 H .124 ram.
11

.... 10.26g. 39.36
» «

a 067 ram.
» 4.40g. 16.88

Passed thru .067 mm o

B
.... 1.52g* 5.33

Total weight of screenings .... 26.07g* 100.01 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.32g. 1.22 $

Mineral Analysis

j Minerals Grains 1

Leucoxene
~~

61 25-
Rutile ~23~ 9

Tourmaline 4 2
Ilmenite 28 11
Staurolite j? 7

Zircon 105 42
gyanitc 7 3
Muscovite 0 0

Magnetite 2 1_
Sillimanite 0 0

Total count s 247

Fields counted; 7

T~Number $
Transparent grains s 133 54

Opaque grains! 144 46
~

Remarks; It was necessary to boil this sample in a 20$ solution

of KOH before all of the grains were completely broken apart* Both

euhedral and rounded, colorless and pink grains of zircon are present*
All tourmaline grains are rounded and vary in color brom brown to

greenish brown.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section P Sample No. 30 »

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.07 g.

Weight after water separation... 26.59 g.

Amount of material removed...... 3.48 g.

Silt c0ntent.«»...•*•««. ..e...*......,,....®.... 11+57 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 26.59 g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... 0.00 g. 0.00

n 11 .991 mm.
n

....
0.78 g. 0.04

« » ,495 ram. «
....

5.45 g. 20.70

« » .246 mm. «
.... 10.54g e

39.98

» « .124 ram, »
....

5.65 g, 22.44

» » .067 ram.
«

....
2.63 g« 9.97

Passed thru .067 mm,
*

.....
1.52 g. 5.87

Total weight of screenings •...
26 .57 g. 99.00 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.02 g. 0.97$

Mineral Analysis

Minerals” ”] Grains [ ~j
Leucoxene

~

26 34
,

Rutile 22 20

Tourmaline 3 3

Ilmenite 17
~ "

15

Staurolite 9 8

Zircon 28 25

Kyanite 3 3

Muscovite 0 0

Magnetite 2 2

Sillimanite 0 0

Total counts 110

Fields counted? 6

[ Number

Transparent grains s 43 39

Opaque grains s T 6 1? 61

Remarks? Pink and colorless, euhedral and rounded grains of

zircon are present. The tourmaline grains are all rounded and

greenish brown in color.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section F
. Sample No. 31 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 32*35g tt

Weight after water separation... 30.94 g.

Amount of material removed...... 1.41 g a

Silt cont ent...............0.«4.36 jo

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 30.94g, $ Retained

Retained on I*9Bl mm. screen.... O.OOg. o*oo

» » .991 mm. " 0.14g* 0.46

« » .495 ram. «
....

3.04 g0 9.92

» » 0246 mm. «
.... 15.05g. 49.12

11 n .124 ram.
11

.... 10.23g 9 33.38
«* » .067 mm. « ..‘i 1*73g 4 5.65

Passed thru .067 mm.
*

.... Q.45g. 1*47

Total weight of screenings ... *
30• 64

g.

100.00 j
Loss of weight in screening... o*3°g. 1.00 j

Mineral Analysis

"’Minerals 0-rains jo
Teucoxene 77 40 .
Rutile 35" 13
Tourmaline 6 3
Ilmenite 15 8

Staurolite 22 12
Zircon 58 20

Kyanito 5 2

Muscovite 0 0

Magnetite 2 1

Sillimanite 2 1

Total count? 190

Fields counted; 6

Humber

Transparent- grains ? 71 38

Opaque grains: 119
T

62

Remarks % Pink, colorless, rounded, and subhedral zircon grains
are present* The tourmaline fragments are all rounded and mauve in

color.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section G- Sample No. 32 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.01 g a

Weight after water separation.•» 26.11 g.

Amount of material removed 3.90 g a

Silt c0ntent..e...©©...©©12.99

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample.. •

26.11
g # $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen,... 0.00 g. 0.00

11 H .991 mm.
n

....
0*22 g„

0.86

n 11 ©495 ram.
11

»...
0.30 g. 1.17

M M .246 mm.
11

....
9.39 36.50

,f n ©124 mm.
11

....
14.37

g, 55.87
M H .067 mm.

n
...»

0.88
g,

3.42

Passed thru .067 mm. tt
.... gc 2.29

Total weight of screenings ....

25.?5
g. 100.1 l

Loss of weight in screening... 0.36
g # I*37^

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals
~

Grains j
~Leucoxene 34 21 ,
Rutile 49 29
Tourmaline 6 4

Ilmenite 8 5

Staurolite 10 6

Zircon 49_ 29

Kyanitc 7 4

Muscovite 2 -1

Magnetite 2_ -1

Sillimanite 0 0

Total counts 167

Fields counted! 6

[ 'bomber' T

Transparent grainst 74 44

Opaque grains; ~93 BE

Remarks! The abundant deep red iron oxide was removed before

analysis by boiling the sample in 50$ HCI solution, Subhedral,
rounded, pink, and colorless grains of zircon are present. Rounded,
subhedral, blue and brown to mauve colored tourmaline grains are

also present in this sample.
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QPANTITATIVE DATA

Section G Sample No 33

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 34.31g.
Weight after water separation... 29.41g.

Amount of material removed...... 4.90g.
Silt c0ntent......0®....14.28

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 29.41g e $ Retaiped

Retained on 1.981 ram. screen.,.. O.OOg. 0.00
» •» .991 mm.

"
.... O.OOg. 0.00

" » #495 ram. «
.... 0.38g. 1.31

» » .246 mm, »
.... 1.21g* 4.17

» » .124 ram. » 13.26g. 45.66
» « .067 ram. »

.... 12.68g, 43.67
Passed thru .067 ram. n

•••• 1.51g„ 5.20

Total weight of screenings .... 29.04g„ 100.01 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.37g e 1.26 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals ~j Grains j ~*f>
~Leucoxene 74 27.
Rutile ~60~ 22
Tourmaline 10 4
Ilmenite 10 4

Staurolite 6 2
Zircon 100 37

Kyanito 7 3

Muscovite 0 0

Magnetite 3 1

Sillimanite 1 0.5

Total count; 271
Fields counted; 6

] Number $
124 46

147 54

Remarks s The zircon grains show subhedral and rounded outlines
and are pink and colorless* The tourmaline grains are also rounded
and subangular, and are brown to mauve in color#
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QUANTITATIVE BATA

Section H
. Sample No. 34

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.827g*

Weight after water separation... 27.712jg.

Amount of material removed * 3.11£g.
Silt content.. * 10.1$

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... $ Retained

Retained on I*9Bl ram. screen.... Q.OOQg. o*oo

M 11 .991 mm.
n

.... o*ooog. o*oo

" *495 mm. «
.... O.OOOg. 0.00

** .246 mm. M
«... o*l6^g v

0.60

» » .124 ram* »
.... 6*754g 0 24*45

» » .067 ram. «
.... 19.311g. 68.17

Passed thru .067 ram..
w

«...
5.04

Total weight of screenings .».* 27.621g r
98.26 $

Loss of weight in screening... 0.091g, 0*33 $

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals Grains ~f~
Leucoxene

~

122
~

32
Rutile 26 6
Tourmaline 12 g
Ilmenite 62 16
Staurolite g 2

Zircon 96 25
Kyanito Q Q

Muscovite 5 1.5

Magnetite 48 12

Sillimanite Q Q

Biotite 3 1

Spidote 3 1
Garnet 2 -1

Total counts 387
_

Fields counted? 6

Number
-

, -f
Transparent grains; 129 54

Opaque grains l 258 66

Remarks 2 Subhedral and rounded, colorless and slightly pinkish
varieties of zircon with numerous rod-like and globular inclusions

were noted* Of the tourmaline grains four deep blue pleochroic
grains were noted; ell others were rounded and subhedr&l, brown-

mauve in color*
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QWAHTITATIYI DATA

Section H . Sample Ho. 3E .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.36^.
Weight after water separation... 27*3835:.
Amount of material removed...... 2.98^.

Silt content 0. ...............
9 *B2 $

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 27*383g. $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.... o#ooog. o*oo
M w .991 mm. «•. • O.OOOg. o*oo
" " «495 ram. «

*.,. o*oosg. 0.02
n B .246 ram tt

tt
?8 .. 0.385g. 1.41

« « .124 ram.
»

*... 6*9sBg«> 25.55
» « ,067 ram. »

.... 18.537g. 68.06

Passed thru .067 mm.
M

o ® 6e, l*3s3g* 4.97

Total weight of screenings ...* 27.238g. 100.01 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.145g. 0.53 $

Mineral Analysis

~

Minerals Grains * $
Leucoxene 246

'

3^T~

Rutile 43
"

7

Tourmaline 11 1,7
Ilmenite 70 11
Staurolite 5 o*7
Zircon 211 34

Kyanitb 0 0
Muscovite 2 o*2

Magnetite 33 6__
Sillimanite 0 0

Anatase 2 o*2

Biotite 2 o*2

Epidote 1 o*l

Garnet 1 2 o*2

Total count; 628

Fields counted! 6

__

Humber
-

T" $
"transparent grains t 236 37

Opaque grains; i 392 63

Remarks: Approximately 50$ of the heavy crop was separated off by
means of a bar magnet* Examination of this separated sample revealed

magnetite and ilmenite with the latter predominating. Subhedral and

rounded, colorless and pink zircon grains with rod-like and acicular

inclusions were noted* The tourmaline grains were noted to he brown

to mauve in color and subhedral in form.
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QUANTITATIVE BATA

Section H Sample No._ ,26 -

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.157g.

Weight after water separation... 25.208g.
Amount of material removed...... 4.949g 0

Silt content 16,4 %

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample..* 25.208g. $ Retained

Retained on 1„981 mm. screen.*.. O.OOOg. 0.00

» » .991 mm.
" O.OOOg. 0.00

t? 15 .495 ram.
n

....
0.312g. 1.25

» » *246 mm. «
...» 1.638gf

6.40

» » .124 mm. " 4.133g, 16.51

•i ti *067 mm, .... 16.350gi, 65.32

Passed thru .067 mm, n 2.595g, 10.37

Total weight of screenings .... 25.028g. 99.85 %
Loss of weight in screening..• o.lBog. 0.71 %

Mineral Analysis

Minerals Grains %
"Leucoxene

~

220 39 ■
Rutile 38 7

Tourmaline 5 0,8
Ilmenite 75 13
Staurolite 2 0.5

Zircon lag 32

Kyanite 0 0

Muscovite 7 1

Magnetite 27 5

Sillimanite 0 0

Anatase 4 0.7

Biotite 1 0.2

Epidote 3 0.6

Total counts 564

Fields counted; 5

Number 1 %
~

Transparent grains; 204 36

Opaque grains s 360 | 64

Remarks g Approximately 35$ of the sample is composed of magnetite
and ilmenite. These were separated off hy means of a bar magnet before

the above count was made. Euhedral and rounded, colorless and pink
grains of zircon containing many irregular inclusions were noted. Sub-

hedral and rounded, brown to mauve tourmalines predominate.



QPANTITATIV! DATA

Section H . Sample No. 37, »

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.542g«

Weight after water separation... 28.155g.
Amount of material removed * 2.387gu

Silt content.o......o*********** 7.82^

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 28.155g0 $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. screen.••• o*ooog. o*oo

» « .991 ram.
n

,**♦ O.OOOg, o*oo

n ,f ©495 mm. *... o*o2og, o*o7

» « .246 ran, «
. 0.C92g, 0*33

« » *124 ram* »
*, f .

5.363g0 19.14

» « .067 ram. «
.... 20.902g. 74.58

Passed thru. .067 ram.
w 1.647ga

s*BB

Total weight of screenings .... 28*024g. 100*00 <jb
Loss of weight in screenings. • o*l3lg #

0*46 <f,

Mineral Analysis

~~

Minerals f
”

Grains /I
~Leucoxene 36

~~

41 ■
Rutile 3 4
Tourmaline 2 2*5
Ilmenite 22 25

Staurolite f __ 2 2.. 5...
Zircon 8 9

Kyanitc 0 0

Muscovite 4 5

Magnetite Q Q

Sillimanite 0 Q

G-arnet 10 11

Total count; 87
Fields counted; 5

I Number $
36 30

_

61 70

Remarks t Only one rounded zircon grain noted; allothers were

subhedral. Tourmaline grains were noted to be brown and subhedral

in outline# The quantity of heavy minerals in this sample was very
small in comparison to the other samples of this section.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA

Section H Sample No. 38 .

Mechanical Analysis

Silt Test

Weight of the original sample... 30.290g0
Weight after water separation... 2Q.728g.

Amount of material removed...... 9.562g®
Silt content................o».®*os«®e© © •...»31.57

Screen Analysis

Weight of the original sample... 20.728g» $ Retained

Retained on 1.981 mm. 0.298g. 1.4-6
88 » .991 mm. «

.... 0.140g. 0.69
w » *495 ram. »

.... 0.290g. 1.43
« ” .246 nan,

«
.... 2.271g* 11.16

" » .124 mm. »
.... 2.992g, 14.73

" « ,067mm. »
.... B.ooog. 39.31

Passed thru .067 ram. .. oe 6.56Qg. 31.25

Total weight of screenings ...« 20.551g. 99.03 $
Loss of weight in screening... 0.177g. 0.85 $

Mineral Analysis

Minerals [~ Grains (
~Leucoxene 46

~~

36T
Rutile 5
Tourmaline 4__ 3
Ilmenite 17 13
Staurolite Q Q
Zircon 37 29

Kyanitc Q Q
Muscovite 5 4

Magnetite 0 0
_

Sillimanite 0 0

Garnet 13 10

Total count l 129

Fields counteds 6

[Number
~

$~~
59 46

_

~70
~

54

Remarkss The fact that the grains were firmly cemented with red

iron oxide probably accounts for the erratic mechanical grade size

analysis. Even boiling of this sample in acid did not entirely
remove this material. Abundant magnetite was removed by means of

a bar magnet* The tourmaline grains were noted to be subhedral and

blue pleochroic.
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